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Chapter 1
They Did Not Radio In

We will be lucky to get another year of funding after this bullshit.
Wolfgang slammed the lid on his laptop as loudly as he could manage and unceremoniously threw it against the wall of the lab. The plastic made an incredible sound as it cracked
and shattered, and keys from the keyboard rained from the carcass and skittered across the
oor. Philip, sitting nearby and still reading the email, pushed himself back from the desk
and uttered a stream of fucks that, somehow, he could not stop.
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A long silence passed between the two men. Philip stared out the window opposite his
desk, watching the wind swirl snow and ice around McMurdo Station.

Its accompanying

howl signaled a coming storm, one that anyway would have delayed their departure to South
Pole Station. However, the news in the email was far worse than any storm dreamed up by
Mother Nature. When he could stomach it, he read it again.

Dear Colleagues,
I regret to inform you that we've had some advance notice from our
project grant monitor that we can expect the government to shutdown
due to the ongoing budget disagreements in the Congress. Without a
budget passed by Congress, Federal Agencies will shutdown and this will
cease this season's polar research activities. As a result, we ask
that you hold off on continuing the trip to South Pole Station until
the official announcement is made. At that time, we will make arrangements
for you to return to Christchurch on the earliest flight possible, and
then to the United States. We will discuss at a special meeting of
the collaboration next week our plan for surviving the next year without
data, until we can take advantage of the next Antarctic summer to complete
our research operations.
Sincerely,
Lisa
That was it. With a single refusal to do anything to pass a budget or a continuing resolution,
the United States Congress had eectively shutdown federally funded fundamental science
programs operating at home and across the globe. Since nearly all fundamental science was
funded by the federal budget, this meant everybody would be feeling some pinch. It hurt the
Antarctic program the most, though, since the window for summer operations was narrow
and tightly scheduled.

Missing even a few weeks meant having to cancel the whole thing

and start over next year.
Wolfgang was rubbing his face, ghting the stress; his stubble scraped against the windcracked palms of his hands and made a scratching sound that echoed in the small room. He
always rubbed and scratched is antarctic beard - the one he started growing the minute
they left LAX for New Zealand - when he was nervous or upset.

His hair was black and

greasy, his face pale. He reeked of two-day-old body odor, now with an added blast of stress
and misery. Any normal person would have mistaken him for a jobless layabout, if not for
his black tee shirt with big, white print on it that declared, I'M A PROFESSOR - LET'S
BEGIN BY ASSUMING I AM CORRECT. He suddenly looked mournful. Shit, Philip,
now I don't have a laptop for the plane ride home.
They laughed. Philip helped Wolfgang pick up the pieces of his shattered computer and
pile them on a table. What are we going to do?

What are we going to do ?

Philip considered his question for a while. He even entertained several responses designed
to either enrage or entertain poor Wolfgang. Finally, he just spat out the simplest thing that
came to mind. I don't know, Wolfgang. Let's go grab a drink and talk about this. I guess
we have to get over it and think about what we do when we get back home.
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They put on their Carhartts and red parkas and headed down a hallway toward the exit
from their building. The snowfall had increased since they started getting dressed, and the
wind had picked up. It wasn't white-out conditions yet, but it was getting bad. Neither of
them cared. The bar was in a building just a short walk away and all they cared about was
some cheap whiskey and a few hours of complaining.
McMurdo Station sprawled around them, a collection of buildings (of various sizes, all
industrial-looking) with people and equipment moving between them. Snow swirled, creating
a haze obscuring the view beyond just the nearest buildings. Somewhere, beyond the edge
of this articial horizon, lay the vast Ross Ice Shelf that enclosed the land surrounding the
station. It was summer here now - as much as you could have a summer at the bottom of
the world.

Wolfgang and Philip pulled their parkas closer about them to stay warm and

continued their rapid shue to the bar.
They sat for hours. A steady stream of faint Christmas music played from tinny speakers
above the bar. They drank and complained, doing so to the various tunes of White Christmas, I'll Be Home for Christmas, or Santa Claus is Coming to Town.

At rst, their

complaining was loud and even drew in some of the Station workers to their conversation.
When money - especially a frustrating lack of it made worse by the indecision of Congress was discussed, everybody had an opinion. Eventually the complaining became tiresome to
all but Philip and Wolfgang, and even they grew too drunk and too bored with the topic
to talk any more. They drank in silence for hours before stumbling back to their beds and
ending their terrible day in Antarctica.

Philip awoke in a nauseated, dry-mouthed haze. There were voices nearby, talking urgently, but the fog in his head was too great to care what they were saying. He sat up slowly,
planting his feet on an ice-cold oor, and stayed there a very long while. He moaned a few
times, not sure if he should lie back down or try to stand up. There came a moment when
his stomach and inner ear came to some accord, and he chanced moving. Considering all the
bad choices that he had made at the bar the previous night, this part of his morning went
exceptionally well.
After a shower to wash away some of his misery, he dressed and managed to get himself
to the cafeteria. The cook saw how awful he looked and made sure to give him agreeable
food; Philip was in no shape to choose for himself and moved, zombie-like, down the line
of hot trays while the cook shadowed him and selected a few small helpings of appropriate
breakfast foods. Cook was also good enough to provide a large cup of black coee.
There was more urgent speaking from tables nearby, but Philip still listened to none of it.
He noted, as the haze in his mind and the twist in his stomach cleared, that certain mental
alarm bells were beginning to ring. After half-a-cup of the coee and a fair portion of his
breakfast, he decided to start paying attention to the details of the mess hall din.
 They

didn't radio in,

said a station worker nearby.

That was never good. Who didn't radio in?
The worker stopped mid-chew and looked over at Philip. How ya' feelin' there, buddy?
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Philip answered with a blank look. I'm sorry?
The station worker smiled at his pals and looked back at Philip.

Yeah, you hit the

whiskey pretty hard last night. I doubt you remember us sharing a drink or two. How ya'
feelin' ?
Oh, sorry . . . yes, I'm better. It was bad before. The food helped.
The station worker smiled.

You beakers, always goin' at it hard and forgetting your

friends.
Philip managed a smile.

His slowed mind seized on what the station worker had said

that caught his attention. Who didn't radio in?
All business, this one, the worker said, thumbing in Philip's direction.
Ah, he's all right, said one of his buddies in mid-chuckle, I hear he can y a plane, so
he can't be all that bad. Most beakers only know how to open and close a laptop.
Even Philip had a good laugh at that one. He kept it to himself that his love of ying
came from playing with ight simulator video games as a child.
The rst station worker tossed back some coee.

Some beakers that went into the

Transantarctic Mountains a few days ago. Bunch of geologists. They radioed back into their
buddies here at the station four times a day. 'Bout midday yesterday, they stopped. No one
has heard from them since. Beaker squad is talking about sending a search party.
Philip chuckled at the phrase beaker squad - the little rivalries between station personnel
and the migrant scientists always amused him. Thanks, he said, turning back to his food.
Yeah, no problem, doc.
Philip nished breakfast and headed to the temporary space that he and Wolfgang shared.
Wolfgang was there already, looking much the same as Philip felt - unwell but steady.

I

brought water for both of us.
Thanks, Wolfgang. How are you feeling?
Well, I felt great when I woke up this morning - then I remembered our funding is gone
for the year and our experiment is canceled for the season and then I felt like shit.
They shared a laugh as Philip dropped into his chair.

What's the story with these

missing geologists?
Yeah, heard about that at breakfast.

I don't know - we'll be outta here today or

tomorrow, I guess, once we get some clarication about ights and seats.

I'm not too

worried about it. I don't think I knew any of them, but I hope they're okay.
Yeah, I hope so, too.
They passed the time in silence for a bit. Wolfgang was folding paper and cutting little
snowakes out of them to hang on the windows of the lab. Without a laptop, he didn't have
a lot of other things to do. Philip kept an eye on email for a little while, but a long stretch
passed with nothing new in his inbox. I'm bored. I'm going to go take a walk. Maybe I can
nd out more about those geologists.
Wolfgang waved back at him dismissively and kept scissoring through his folded paper,
making more snowakes. Have fun.
Philip geared up and headed out of the building. The snow was not falling today; the
storm had passed. People were moving equipment around the base, and in the distance he
heard the sound of an approaching C-130 bringing in more people and cargo for the season.
It was another busy day at McMurdo.
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A group of his fellow beakers was gathering over by one of the loading docks, so he moved
that way to see if they knew anything else. This was, in fact, beaker squad.
Hey, Jeries . . . heard the news?
The question came from a grey-bearded geologist with the odd name James Fast; he was
neither a fast-talker nor a fast-walker, but one of the more careful and deliberate scientists
Philip had ever met. They had crossed paths at McMurdo one season earlier, when Philip and
some of his colleagues had been here during the pure construction phase of their experiment.
I heard rumors. What's going on?
This group outta Texas is here at McMurdo to conduct expeditions into the Transantarctic Mountains to study some recent seismic events in the area. They've been going back and
forth from one site over the past couple of weeks. The students and faculty on the expedition
team keep in touch with some students and post-docs back here at the Station. But they
didn't radio in yesterday, and nobody had heard from them since. We're pretty sure they
stopped transmitting; equipment on this end looks ne.
What's going to happen? Is anyone going to look for them?
Fast nodded. There's talk of organizing a search team to head out in a couple of hours.
There is an NSF Bell Helicopter that we can use, and one of the station personnel who has
been into that area before agreed to go with us. However, we're short a pilot; the regulars
are all tied up on other operations for a few days. Didn't you y one of the choppers last
year to help haul equipment?
I did.
You going anywhere in the next few days? Can you help?
I'm not going anywhere - project's canceled. Mostly, I'm just spinning my wheels until
we get our ight back to New Zealand sorted out. I'd be happy to help, Jim, as long as we
have someone who can navigate there and back.
Yeah, no problem. We got that. This is great, Phil. I'll let the team know that we can
set out today. Let's meet up by Building 188 in about an hour. We can prep the chopper
and get out there today for a look. Don't know how much progress we can make before we
all get tired but at least we're not contending with sundown.
They chuckled. Philip parted ways to go back and prep some supplies for the trip. When
he got back to Wolfgang, he found his friend napping on the workbench in the lab.
grabbed his laptop and found another lab that was unoccupied.

He

He glanced at the time

before he red up Skype and initiated a call to his wife.
While Skype rang and rang and rang, he caught of glimpse of himself in the little camera
preview window. He looked tired. His greying mid-thirties hair had greyed a little bit faster
thanks to all the travel and bad news. He had bags under his eyes. His normally attractive
Scandinavian features were sagging, mostly under his chin. His stubble was too long, and
his frown was too permanent. There had once been an idealistic young researcher staring
back from that screen. That man was all but gone. He had been replaced by the realistic,
untenured junior faculty member mirrored in the camera. Philip shuddered and had some
terrible, parallel thought about the Ghosts of Christmas Past and Present.
DADDY! his daughter yelled as the call connected; this startled him out of his malaise.
The camera view from his home in California was a jumble of carpet and ceiling as his
daughter turned the phone over in her hands, trying to see her daddy on the screen.
Gimme the phone, Angie. Give it to mommy.
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Hey, Kim.
Hey there yourself. Wow, you look like crap. What's going on?
Philip somehow frowned even more. Congress is going to shut down the government.
We're coming home early.
Oh, Philip, I am sorry. Angie and I miss you but we didn't want you to come home like
that.
Sadness swept over Philip for the rst time since he had been at the bar the night before.
He was tired, and all the anger was gone. Talking to Kim, seeing Angie, and thinking about
going home empty-handed for the season left him feeling like a failure. It's bad, isn't it,
Phil?
Yeah, Kim, it's bad. But it doesn't matter. I'll be home well before Christmas this year.
We can have a nice holiday.

No rushing to catch ights or any of that nonsense; we can

spend a civilized break together.
That'll be nice. How's Wolfgang taking the news?
He smashed his laptop, make some paper snowakes, and now he's napping.
So, par for the course.
Par for the course.
DADDY! Angie screamed. Mommy, gimme device.
Sssh, honey, you'll have your turn.
Philip smiled.

He didn't feel too sad anymore.

The idea of being home for a long

Christmas break suddenly sounded quite nice. Let me talk to her, Kim.
Sure. Here ya go, Angie. Don't drop daddy.
DADDY! Angie cried as her face swung into view of the camera.
Hi, sweetie! Have you been good for mommy?
No.
The matter-of-factness of this response left Philip with no doubt that he wanted nothing
more than to be home now. That's nice. If you're bad, Santa won't bring you any presents.
Daddy, I was good all year. Santa will bring me presents.
You know, he keeps an eye on you right up to Christmas Eve. He can change his mind
any time he wants.
No, daddy, no.
He could see his daughter frowning and shaking her head at him, a complete rejection of
his attempt to corner her into good behavior.
Santa will bring me presents, daddy. Here's mommy!
The phone haphazardly went back to Kim. And she's o, Phil. She misses you.
I miss her.
I miss you, too.
I'll be home as soon as they sort out a ight back to New Zealand. Shouldn't be more
than a few days.
So what are you doing in the meantime? Wolfgang's making snowakes. Are you taking
up soap sculpting?
Funny you should ask. A few geologists went missing in the mountains south of the ice
shelf. There is an eort to send a search team for them. They're short a pilot, so I agreed
to y the team out in a chopper later today.
Should I be worried?
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Don't see why.

We'll have a look at their last known position and either bring them

back or send somebody more qualied for them tomorrow.
Well, you be careful.
Better this than soap sculpting. I should go and prep a pack for the trip. I'll call you
tomorrow, about the same time.
Okay, be safe.
Will do.
Love you, penguin.
Love you, too.
Philip make a kissy face at Kim and she waved goodbye.
Well, that was adorable.
Wolfgang was standing behind him, stretching and yawning in the doorway. So, what's
this about a search team?
Philip explained the plan.

Well, sounds great.

I'll pack a bag and tag along!

than making these goddamn paper snowakes.
More the merrier, said Philip, shutting his laptop.

Better

Chapter 2
The Way Down

The view from just above McMurdo Station was spectacular.

Mt.

Erebus lay to the

north, while in essentially every other direction one could see the vast Ross Ice Shelf. Willy
Field, airport to the station, was about seven miles away and smack on top of the shelf.
An LC-130 cargo plane was making an approach to the eld as Philip guided the old Bell
helicopter gently up above downtown McMurdo. South of the station was a bay, the water
cold and dark. Far to the south, where they were now headed, stretched the great line of
the Transantarctic Mountains. Philip heard Fast over his headset mutter, Whadda sight.
The weather was cooperating for this little adventure. They pressed south toward the
mountains. Fast's guide, a station worker named Dodelson, gave Philip occasional instructions about where to turn and how to y. How do you know this place so well, Dodelson?
How long have you been at McMurdo?
Oh, I was a beaker, just like all of you, quite some time ago. Ph.D. nearly killed me,
and what the Ph.D. didn't accomplish the post-doc tried to do.
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here, on that AMANDA Telescope down at South Pole. Fell in love with the whole damned
continent. Couldn't get a station position at South Pole, so I tried for McMurdo and that
worked out. I've been loading cargo and tagging along on local jaunts ever since. The area
where the geologists disappeared is a good spot to start a eld expedition. I've been there
a couple of times before. There's a fair spot to land the chopper if you know where to look,
and based on what Fast gave me I can get us started o in the right direction - probably get
us on the path to where those beakers were going before they disappeared.
Philip nodded and kept his eyes xed on the approaching mountains.

They were just

about 30 kilometers from their destination now. What do you work on, Doc?
Oh, Wolfgang and I are part of a team working on a dierent telescope down at South
Pole Station.
Oh yeah? What's it look at?
The light left over from the Big Bang.
Neat. Knew a guy at Ohio State working on that stu.
He retired, but I know who you mean.
So, what's new in the Big Bang?
Polarization. Specically, we're trying to spot the imprint of gravitational waves on the
light from the beginning of the universe.
What will that tell you?
Whether or not the Big Bang is still a good idea.
Well, that seems worth it.
It is.
You always been studying the Big Bang?
No. Started out in some weird mix of nuclear and particle physics. Got my Ph.D. on a
neutrino physics experiment. Spent a bunch of years after that working on neutrinos from
nuclear reactors. I sort of fell into the Big Bang stu by accident.
So why are you ying a shit-heap of a helicopter to nd some geobeakers in the TAMs?
Because there is no money to continue our work this season and Wolfgang and I are
about to crate up and head home.
Sorry to hear that, doc.

That means less work for us at McMurdo, which isn't good

news, either.
Nope. No it is not.
Dodelson got silent. Philip asked him for some clarications about their exact destination,
and corrected his ight path a little bit. It wasn't more than twenty minutes, as they were
approaching an impressive and daunting mountain face, when Dodelson nally said. OK,
doc . . . look about 15 degrees below your horizon and about 30 degrees to starboard. You
should spot a rocky but fairly at shoulder on the mountain. That's the place to put down.
It's tight, but the helo should t if you're even a fair yer.
Philip saw the place, banked, and approached the shoulder. Dodelson was right: it was
tight, but not uncomfortable. He set them down and killed the engine. Should I be worried
about the temperature up here?
Dodelson thought about it a moment. It's a fair bit colder up at this altitude, but I've
been up here a few times in one of these and never had the engine seize on us when we tried
to leave. Weather is good. We'll be okay.
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Philip nodded. The team eased out of the helicopter and started unloading their packs
and equipment. They moved deliberately and carefully. When they started the trip, they did
so at sea level. Now they were a few hundred meters above sea level, in colder and thinner
air. The last thing they wanted to do was suddenly all suer severe altitude sickness. Philip
suspected that this might have played a role in the missing team of geologists, since altitude
sickness was a pretty common hammer employed by Antarctica to take down otherwise sane
and healthy people. He kept his thoughts to himself.
Dodelson gathered them on the south-side of the rocky shoulder. Okay, let's have a clear
plan for the day. There is a path behind us that will take us into a relatively navigable part
of this mountain. The information provided by Fast says that the missing scientists were
planning to place some instruments about a kilometer from here, just down the slope a little
ways. The rst half of this should be well-worn; this area is used as a camp for expeditions
into this region. However, beyond that we know that the geologists were on their own. Look
for signs they've been here; we probably won't spot anything unique until we get o the
path.
Go slow. Drink your water. Stash your water close to your body, inside your parka, to
keep it from freezing. Keep your skin covered at all times. We're here to rescue people, not
be rescued. Now, there is roughly one of us for each of the geologists missing. If we nd
them, we will have to take half of them back in one trip and the rest in a second; we can't
all t in the chopper. The sickest or most wounded go rst; the rest will make camp here
until the chopper can return.
Finally, we're to radio in to McMurdo every hour. I'm going to do that now and then
we can get started.
There was general agreement among the other four people in the team. Wolfgang and
Fast started up a small conversation. A post-doctoral researcher working with Fast, a young
man named Torbjorn Clacke, struck up a chat with Philip. You been into these mountains
before?
Never in my life. I'm mostly just the chopper pilot.
Me neither.
How did you get picked for this?
I have climbing experience: Greenland glaciers, the Alps, a few other less noteworthy
places. If our friends fell into a crevasse or some other nasty spot, Fast wants me here to
help get them out. I brought a bunch of climbing gear and extra harnesses.
Dodelson whistled to get their attention. Okay, McMurdo knows where we are and what
we are doing. Let's go.
They started down a rocky path behind the landing, which very quickly became a path
mixed with ice and snow. It was, indeed, well-worn. The shuing of many bootprints had
smoothed out the ice on the rock, making for a slippery but navigable way down. The path
descended, bringing them in between walls of ice and snow on either side and into some pass
through the mountains. Why did they come here?
Fast turned his head to respond to Philip. They were checking out some recent seismic
activity in this region.

This is not an inactive part of the world, by any stretch of the

imagination; but it seemed that this particular region got hopping of late. If the activity
had been in Victoria Land or the Shackleton Range, I doubt anyone would have cared, but
around here in Queen Elizabeth it's more novel.

The missing team wanted to put more
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seismometers in the area, since they seemed to think that this region was the heart of recent
activity. It was supposed to be a quick trip. They got dropped o here just over two days
ago and were supposed to return yesterday.
They walked in silence for a little while. Making that rst half-kilometer was hard work;
wearing Carhartts and parkas, carrying heavy packs, breathing thin air, and stepping on
rock and ice, they had to move slowly and deliberately. Dodelson led the way. He paused
them a few times while he checked ahead on the trail. Thought I spotted a break or a slide.
It's nothing. We can keep going, he would say.
Eventually they reached the end of the beaten path. This happened as they exited the
walls of ice and snow. The path ared open at its end into a wide clearing. The mountain
peaks lay above them, and ahead of them was part of a glacier stretching around a section
of the mountain. The glacier met their rocky clearing neatly, but it was clear that here the
rock descended under the glacier and the rest of their trip would be on top of that ice. Wait
here. Check around for signs of recent activity. I'm going to go ahead a little and see if I
can nd exactly where they walked.
Dodelson shued o, continuing in a southerly direction.
out on the rocky slope, looking for recent signs.

The rest of them fanned

The rule in Antarctica was they you

took out whatever you brought it. It was religion down here. However, nobody is perfect,
and especially a team knowing they will return through an area before leaving is prone to
forgetting a thing or two (knowing they can retrieve it later). Philip set down his pack to
make moving easier and took out his water bottle. He pulled down his facemask and drank
heavily. Dehydration and exhaustion were two real and constant possibilities up here, and
he wanted to avoid either. He put his bottle back inside his parka, close to his chest, and
covered back up.
A few minutes later, he heard Wolfgang signal to the rest of the search team.

They

converged on his position, near the west side of the clearing before it met the glacier. What
did you nd? asked Fast as Philip approached the others.
Wolfgang held up the shell of a meal ready to eat container. MRE. Doesn't look like
it's been here very long. I'd say this is from the missing geologists.
Fast nodded. Good sign. Let's see what Dodelson nds.
They waited there until Dodelson returned about 15 minutes later. I found their trail.
I thought the wind and snow would have covered it up more, but it was easy to spot. It's
outbound only; they never came back this way. I followed it for a bit but decided to come
back before going too far.

Their trail heads out on the glacier, hugs the mountain fairly

close, and disappears around the rock to the southeast of where we are now. Let's get going
and see if we can nd them.
They gathered their belongings and set out immediately, following a trail of shuing
bootprints in the snow and ice. Dodelson was right; you could read the pattern of the prints
and see that they only ever pointed away from the end of the path. There appeared to be
none that consistently pointed back to the path.

The trail wound around the mountain,

leaving the rocky path beyond their sight and hugging close to the mountain face on this
side of the glacier. To their south and west stretched the glacier; they could see rises and
falls, sharp crevasses, and in the distance more mountain peaks. It was a stunning view.
Every time they turned a corner, they half-expected to see the geologists just sitting
there and laughing about a broken radio. But there was never a scientist to be seen. The
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trail continued, following the mountain, for at least a half-kilometer.

The search team

shued on, following the bootprints through the ice and snow with wind licking at their
faces and howling through the mountains.

They had become detached and inattentive,

merely following Dodelson who was himself merely following the trail, until they rounded
one more corner.
There before them sat a clearing in the snow.

In the center of the clearing was rock;

the geologists had found a spot where the glacier receded away from the rock wall of the
mountain left exposed a rock oor. Here they had cleared away snow, chipped away ice (it
was piled neatly o to one side), and planted their instruments. This was a little science
base. They had completed their work; or, at least, they had got things setup to do their
work.
So, where are they? Philip asked aloud.
The team stood there for a good minute, looking around on the ground and at the
equipment. Dodelson walked the perimeter of the clearing in the snow. Here! he called.
The rest of the team walked over to him. Don't step in the snow; at least, not yet. Look
here, he said, pointing a gloved hand o into the near parts of uncleared snow.
A trail of bootprints, probably from a single individual, headed out into the snow, again
hugging close to the rock face to the east. It disappeared out of sight. However, next to it
was a return trail - bootprints coming back to this clearing. Of to the side of that was a
large group of boot prints, all headed out onto the glacier and around the rock face. They
did not return.
One of them went out. Must have found something and came back. Then the rest went
out. Nobody came back.
I agree, Dodelson, said Fast.
Let's go check this out, but cautiously. It's clear that one of them found something and
returned, so returning is possible, but I worry that after that nobody returned. It could be
the glacier collapsed in some place due to their total weight. We need to be very cautious.
Tor - I want you to have an ice axe and rope ready. Trail behind us, and be ready to anchor
and rescue.
Tor nodded. Dodelson gestured for them to follow, but spread out in a line and slowly.
He guided them carefully on the outbound individual path. They rounded the rock wall and
the clearing fell out of their sight behind them. As they came around the bend, they saw the
outbound tracks all do the same thing: they vanished into a vertical crack in the mountian
face. They vanished into a cave.
Fast caught up to Dodelson. Let me have a look - this may not be structurally sound.
Dodelson nodded and swapped places with Fast, who approached the crack in the mountainside. He leaned in and placed his hands on the interior surface of the crack. Can I have
a light? he asked.
Wolfgang pulled o his pack and got out an electric lantern. He handed it to Fast, who
swung it out in front of him, looking very much like Indiana Jones waving a torch inside a
dark cave. Fast leaned into the crack a bit further and had a good look around. Hello? he
called into the deeper dark of the crack.
There was no response that anyone else on the team heard, but he stepped back a moment
later and said, I heard an echo. It took time. Hang on.
He leaned back into the crack. HELLO! he cried.
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Fast popped out of the crack again. It took about one second to hear the return. What's
the distance, Phil?
Philip sat for a moment, considering the approximate air temperature and the correction
to the speed of sound that would otherwise be applicable back in Pasadena. Wow, we're
talking about just over 150 meters to the back of the cave. This is a big cave.
Fast nodded. It looks stable enough. This is a fresh opening; I think this ssure in the
rock opened up during some of that recent seismic activity. The ground inside the opening
is littered with rock from when the mountain face split here. But I don't see any evidence
that the ceiling is going to collapse, and I think that only the opening is new; it looks like
the rock a few meters inside the cave was already hollow before this happened.
That's curious, said Tor.
Fast agreed. It's more curious than you know. What do we do, Dodelson?
Dodelson considered this new situation. I want Wolfgang to remain here with the radio.
The rest of us will have a look inside. If everything looks good, we can search inside and
try to nd the missing scientists. Wolfgang, if you don't hear from us in fteen minutes I
want you to radio to McMurdo that everything is not okay and that they should send more
people. You can get them here, yes?
Absolutely.
Good. Okay, let's have a look inside this cave. I recommend we use the glowsticks we
packed and save the batteries on the ashlights for when we really need them.
Dodelson cracked one of his own large glowsticks, and the other members of the team
fumbled in their packs and followed suit. He led them cautiously through the opening in the
mountain, watching his footing and waving the light ahead of him to check for ssures or
other sudden drops. Single-le, they shued into the cave and left Wolfgang behind.
The path descended. They felt themselves heading downward into the dark. Dodelson
stepped them carefully forward, pausing every now and then to have Fast slip by and check
the cave ahead of them. Fast always assured them that the rock here had been emptied out
a long time - perhaps worn away slowly by water from the glacier when it covered this part
of the mountain, he speculated.

The rock walls on the interior of the cave were smooth,

unlike at the ssure where they entered the mountain. There was water dripping from the
walls and ceiling, which appeared to bolster Fast's claim. Dodelson led them onward.
Then the narrow path they had been on opened up into a larger part of the cave. All
of them could now stand side-by-side, holding aloft their glowsticks to illuminate the cave.
They had probably gone 50 meters already, and now they stood in a much larger part of
this strange hollow. There was no ceiling visible, though based on echoes they sensed it was
just out of sight above them. Dodelson called out a few times, but there was no answer save
for the return of his own voice. He pulled o his pack, took out another glowstick, cracked
and shook it, and dropped it on the ground where they had entered this part of the cave.
That's our marker. Let's fan out, but cautiously. If you nd something, call out and wave
your stick. If you don't, meet back here in ve minutes and we'll go back to Wolfgang, he
said to the team.
Philip headed o slowly away from the others, who set out on equally unique trajectories
through the cave. He quickly came to an interior wall of the hollow, perhaps 15 meters from
where he started. He swung his glowstick low to the ground to look for ssures or a drop,
but saw only solid and level rock. The oor was exceptionally smooth in here, with a thin
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layer of water and ice in places. However, the oor also clearly sloped away into the dark,
further into the mountain; when water dripped from the ceiling above and pooled in places,
those pools ran slowly away from where they had entered the hollow. He followed the wall,
waving the glowstick back and forth to illuminate the cave. He was looking o to his left
and about to bring the glowstick back in front of him when he collided with something at
mid-chest and fell backward. Suddenly shocked and startled, he swung the glowstick up in
front of him to see what he had hit. To his amazement, he saw that he had walked not into
an outcropping of rock or some other such feature; rather, he had walked straight into the
side of a large and heavy-looking wooden table.

Chapter 3
Staring and Silent

Philip stared for a moment at the table, the edge of which was at about chest-height on
him. He could see two thick legs on his side of the table, and the length of it disappeared
into shadows beyond the reach of his light. Dodelson! Tor! Fast! Come here, have a look!
he called out.
A moment later, the others converged on him. Dodelson held his light in front of him and
gasped. Philip was back on his feet and provided more light. What the hell? cried Fast,
while Tor called out,  Jesus
They didn't bring

this

i Paris! 

Everybody seemed completely amazed and befuddled.

with them, did they? Dodelson asked, grasping desperately at

sense.
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No, answered Fast, they didn't bring an old and oddly large wooden table with them
into the mountains. Did anyone else nd something like this?
Didn't make it very far before Philip caught my attention, said Dodelson.
They walked the length of the table. It held various objects - rope, tools, and even some
scraps of old paper. The table had been here a long while. The wood looked ancient, and
the tools had seen better days . . . but not recently. These tools look ancient, Fast said.
Tor muttered something in Swedish, but nobody paid him any mind. Is there writing
on the paper? Philip asked.
Fast picked up some of it and ipped it over.

Um, yes.

But you're going to be even

more confused when I tell you what this looks like.
Try me.
Greek. This is Greek. Anybody here read Greek?
Nobody replied. Philip thought for a moment. Wolfgang does.
They agreed to get Wolfgang soon, but in the short time they had remaining they fanned
out to look for more oddities. They were not disappointed. Tor called out just half-a-minute
after they parted. I found more tools! There are some boxes and barrels, too. Not sure
what's in them - not interested in nding out right now.
Stay there, Tor. We'll come to you when we've nished our sweeps, Fast called out.
Tor waved his glowstick to indicate which light he was. Philip followed the wall past the
table until he hit what appeared to be the corner at the end of his side of the hollow. The
wall of the wave gently turned left, and he followed it until he came to a light that belonged
to Dodelson. Dodelson was standing with his right shoulder to Philip, holding his glowstick
in front of him. He was transxed by something on the wall, and he failed to notice Philip's
approach. Dodelson? Dodelson?
Philip felt a twinge of fear deep in his bowels. He turned to look where Dodelson was
standing, and held aloft his own light.
 Dodelson?  he heard himself croak, one last time.
Sunk into the cave wall on this side of the hollow was a wooden frame, built from thick
beams seemlingly of the same heavy wood that made up the table. The frame was tall, over
eight feet, and wide - perhaps wide enough for two or three adult males to walk through,
comfortably, shoulder-to-shoulder.

Set inside the frame, however, was an equally heavy-

looking door adorned by an equally old, rusted handle. The door was slightly ajar, leaning
slightly into the frame and whatever lay beyond. It wasn't clear to Philip what had caused
the door to become ajar, but he pictured a scene from the recent past in which a group of
ve geologists pushed through this door, never to return again.
Dodelson was the rst to stir, despite his original immutability.

We should fetch the

others.
Tor and Fast had already found them, however. They'd heard Philip's strange croaking
call of Dodelson's name and made their way over to the door. For another minute, the four
of them stood silent in front of it. Again, it was Dodelson who came back to life.
It's been almost fteen minutes. We should go fetch Wolfgang. I don't want him sending
panicked calls to McMurdo. We're not at the point of panic yet.
There was tacit agreement amongs the others, and together they turned back to the
marker light at the back of the cave.
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Wolfgang remained silent during the tour. He ran his gloved hand over the surface of
the table. He knelt down to look at the barrels and various tools laying on the cave oor
opposite the table. He stood still and silent in front of the door. When a few minutes of
silence passed between them, Wolfgang said only, You said there was Greek writing?
Fast nodded and led the party back to the table. Dodelson handed him one of the sheets
of paper.

Wolfgang scanned it, twisting up his face as he thought about the letters and

words. After a minute or two, he glanced at the others. It's an inventory.
Everybody smiled. Nobody was suddenly quite sure what they expected, but they all
suddenly realized they had feared that the writing on these papers meant something scary or
profound. It was merely an inventory. See here, Wolfgang gestured at some of the words,
you have lists of things in the room. This is a storeroom. Dry goods . . . rope . . . chains
. . . various tools. It's all consistent with what we've seen in the room so far.
He placed the paper back on the table but paused as he was about to let it go. His eyes
were xed on a short stretch of words at the very top of the page, ones he had ignored in
favor of words he recognized. Well, now, that is an odd thing.
Fast looked down at the paper, though fruitlessly - he read not a word of Greek. What's
an odd thing?
Well, at the top I would guess . . . guess, mind you all . . . that the name of the owner
or owners would be written here. You know - letterhead from the expedition company or
shipping company, marking the owners so we could gure out who put all this here.

It's

strange enough that there is Greek - I don't recall any Greek-led expeditions to the South
Pole in all my reading for these little jaunts to the bottom of the world. But if this is the
shipping company or outtter, it's a strange one. See this word?
He gestured to the rst signicant word in the short phrase. This is sort of . . . this
means 'warehouse' or 'storehouse' or even 'shop.'

That's maybe not so strange.

But I've

never heard of this company, if this other word is the company name. This word here . . . 
Wolfgang gestured to a much longer word later in the phrase,

Θαυματουργός

and said,  Thau-ma-tur-gos. This would . . . well . . . this would mean something like
'miraculous' or 'miracle worker' or 'miracle maker.'
It's very strange. I don't understand this title.
They stood in silence again.

Wolfgang stared a bit longer at the paper.

When no

one spoke, he nally said, Okay, so is it weird that we found a hollowed-out cave in the
Transantarctic Mountains that serves as a storehouse and apparently belonged to some
Greeks?
It's weird, Philip responded mechanically.
Good. I thought I was the only one not going fucking crazy.
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There weren't any Greek expeditions of record to this part of the world . . . not based
on the aged look of these materials, which are easily from a time over 100 years ago, Fast
commented.
Dodelson shifted a bit uncomfortably. We shouldn't forget, gentlemen, that we have a
job. We need to nd the missing geologists, and we are very sure they entered this cave.
Can we focus on the door?
Everyone agreed and they made for the door again. They stood in front of it again, not
touching the door (which was still slightly ajar and opened inward further to the mountain).
Tor was the rst one to make a suggestion. One of us should go through and have a look.
Fast glanced around. I'll do it. If there is a cave in or a collapse just beyond, I'll let you
know. Can I have some rope, please, Tor?
Nobody disagreed. Even Dodelson was wary of this door. He couldn't quite put his nger
on it. He sensed no one else could, either. As Tor was tying a rope around Fast's waist and
securing it with an appropriate knot, the cause of the door's disquite struck Dodelson. He
pulled o one of his gloves and stuck the hand out toward the opening between the door
and the frame. There he held it for a moment, before slowly withdrawing it and putting the
glove back on. Gentlemen . . . the air is warmer on the other side of the door.
Philip did the same. He put an ungloved hand in the stream of air coming from between
the door and the frame. Indeed, it was warm, and it was only owing out into the storeroom.
Could be geothermal, Fast said, lots of old volcanoes down here. We'll have to be really
careful. If the seismic activity has been magma pushing its way up through the mountain,
we don't want to get caught by surprise and cooked alive.
Maybe you want chain and not rope? Tor quipped.
Fast grinned. I'll tug on the rope if I get into any trouble. Be back in a moment.
He pushed his way through the opening in the door. The whole thing creaked a little as
he moved it with his body, rst leaning his head and right arm through (so he could wave
the glowstick on the other side and see what lay beyond) and then stepping entirely through
the door. It's a hallway, gentlemen, he called back to them a moment later.
It goes in both directions, parallel to the wall with the door on it. I'm going left. Not
clear where the geologists might have gone.
Okay, Fast. Let us know what you nd.
Tor fed out rope as he felt Fast strain it with his movement.

Tor had about 200 feet

of rope to play out, and he kept a careful eye on how much he had already lent to Fast's
journey. Minutes passed, and eventually Fast stopped moving. He's stopped, Tor said.
Is that the end of the line? Dodelson asked.
No. He's got fty feet left. Maybe he found the geologists.
Maybe.
A few minutes later, the rope slacked in Tor's hands. He started pulling it back in to see
if this meant Fast was returning. Indeed, after a few tugs on the rope he felt it grip, and
then more gently started reeling it back it. He's coming back, Tor said.
There was quiet again until Fast's head popped through the door. It's quite something,
he said. We'll have to explore carefully. This is a system of tunnels. I didn't even scratch
the surface.
So we'll go back to McMurdo for more people?
Not yet. Come with me. I found signs of the missing geologists.
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Tor wound up his rope and got things settled back in his pack.

They checked their

supplies one more time, especially to make sure they had all their various forms of light
ready to go. When they were all sure they had all their belongings, Fast led them through
the door.
He pressed on it to open it completely. The creaking of the hinges echoed on both sides
of the door, cascading o the ceiling and walls of the storeroom and bouncing to and fro
along the corridor beyond.

As Philip crossed through the doorway, he heard the distant

reections of the door coming back to them. There seemed a multitude of far places where
sound could scatter and return; in his mind, he imagined som strange labyrinth stretching
out deep under the mountain.
It IS warm in here, Tor remarked.
Yes, said Fast, and it gets warmer in the direction I walked.

Not much, but you'll

feel it. We need to be careful. If we went further, I doubt we'd need these parkas anymore.
Good news is, we don't have to go far.
They stepped carefully down the corridor. Philip swung his light around, trusting Fast
(who led the pack) to pick the right places to walk. The corridor was mined in the rock,
smoothed over by long having had water drip down its surfaces. Philip could only guess how
long that had been happening - it was certainly enough to have worn away any rough spots
in these tunnels. There were shadows on the wall that, at rst, made no sense. He paused
a moment and held up his stick. As he stared, he realized what he was looking at: torch
holders. They were old and rusted - probably made entirely from iron. He touched one with
a gloved nger and the corrosion aked away, taking old and completely compromised metal
with it.

It struck the oor with the sound of pebbles being sprinkled on the ground.

He

turned and kept moving to catch up with the others.
The group passed a new tunnel on the right.

It shot o into the dark away from the

storeroom, deeper into the mountain. Which way did you go? Dodelson asked.
Straight, Fast replied, You'll see why in just a moment.
Fast stopped. He swung his light down. On the ground were three backpacks, all sporting
various signs of having been recently in the possession of some geologists.
logos from their universities or departments.

Some sported

Others had various rock hammers or small

instruments dangling on cords. The backpacks were strewn about the oor. They hadn't
been opened. They were just lying there, as if their owners had put them down and would
be back at any moment.
They all crouched down and started to look through the packs. They were still full of
food and water, laptops and other equipment. It's like they just left for a second, Tor said.
Maybe they are nearby, Philip suggested.
Maybe, Fast said, sounding quite distant.
What are you thinking, Wolfgang asked him.
I don't know. This is strange. Maybe they walked down that other corridor to investigate
it . . . but why not take all their backpacks?
Everything is here, Tor commented, holding up a map and a laptop.
Is it? Fast asked, seeming a bit brighter for a second.
Check the backpacks. Where is the radio they would have had with them? Is it here?
They ried through the packs. Nobody found the radio. I've got an idea, Fast said.
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He asked Wolfgang to hand over their radio. Dodelson suspected what he was up to and
said, Channel 7.
Fast switched their radio to channel 7 and squeezed the button to talk. This is Jim Fast
from McMurdo Station. Is anyone receiving this?
He released the switch. Static replied. He pressed the button after a few moments. Jim
Fast, calling from McMurdo Station. We're here to rescue you, over. Please respond.
Static was all he got back.

The group crouched in silence, listening for any reply on

channel 7.
Philip lost track of how long they waited. He was anxious and excited - he really expected
them to reply. Maybe the radio cannot transmit through all this rock.
Maybe, Fast said.
He put their radio down on the ground. He was about to make some other suggestion
when the static suddenly ceased.
Did our battery die? Tor asked, now a bit frightened.
Fast glanced down at the radio. No, he whispered, the light's green. We're good. I
think . . . I think they are transmitting.
He picked up the radio again. No sound came from it - no sound at all. There, in the
dark of the tunnel, they had only their light, their breathing, and a gentle warmth in the air
to keep them company.
Fast chanced it. He pressed the button to talk. Hello. Hello? Is anyone there? This is
Jim Fast. We're here to take you back to McMurdo. Please respond, or at least key your
handset so we know you are alive but unable to speak.
He released the button. There was only silence. No static replied. Nothing at all replied.
They were all so xed on the silence that they suddenly became aware of a noise behind
them in the corridor. It sounded like pebbles falling on the oor. Everyone was so startled
(Tor went whiter than Philip could have imagined) that Philip was embarrassed when he
had to tell them, It was my fault. The hall is lined with what appear to be torch holders
- old metal ones. I touched one. They are quite fragile. I damaged it and it started to fall
apart.
Tor looked relieved, and some color returned to his face. Philip reached to clap him on
the should and started to mutter an apology when he saw them. They were standing just
behind Tor, silent and staring. Philip's glowstick light was reected in their eyes - it was
the rst indication that someone was with them there in the corridor. He yelped. Everyone
else looked up at him and them to where he was staring; Tor spun around and shrieked with
surprise.
They were tall - maybe seven feet - with long, unkempt hair that was grey or silver.
Their skin was pale - almost grey - but their eyes were sharp. They seemed like people, but
they were so tall and so odd (their ears were long and thin and slender) that Philip's mind
couldn't believe that they were people. They were dressed in strange clothes and stared back
as if transxed. Their movements had been soundless and they spoke not even one word.
The one closest to Tor seized him and tore his backpack from his shoulders, throwing it on
the ground. Philip turned to run but found four more of these strange beings standing right
behind him. They had also approached almost silently from behind the group. The ve of
them were trapped. Philip went to shout something and even tried to grab at one of these
creatures, but they seized him before he could do much of anything.
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They were strong. Their grip was icy and full of power. They appeared tall and a little
frail, but they were not weak in the least.

His glowstick fell to the oor.

Philip tried to

struggle but found himself completely subdued. A second one had started to bind his hands
with rope. He looked around him to see how the others were faring. They, too, were either
being bound or, in struggling, being wrestled to the ground to be tied up there. Their legs
were left free but their arms were locked in many turns of heavy rope.
Philip suddenly realized he'd been screaming and stopped himself. One of the strange,
tall men looked down at him when he stopped, and muttered something in a language that
Philip found familiar but unrecognizable - like a song that seems to evoke feelings but whose
name falls outside the realm of memory. It was Wolfgang who gured it out. Shit, Philip,
they're speaking Greek . . . ancient Greek . . . that's not at all how modern Greeks talk.
One of the tall, grey men brought his st down hard on Wolfgang's jaw and silenced him
with a single blow; the crack of his jawbone breaking echoed o the walls of the cave. Philip
dared not protest. All ve of them were lifted to their feet. Wolfgang moaned and blood
drooled from his mouth. Philip could barely see anything anymore. They had all lost their
lights. The glowsticks now sat on the oor of the tunnel, forming a mis-shapen ring around
the radio and otherwise illuminating the events of the moment from below.
A voice suddenly creaked from the radio. Not expecting this at all, all ve of them were
again startled. The sound of the voice also set the tall, grey men on edge. They stiened
with some strange mix of obedience and fear, standing quickly upright and doubling their
grips on their new prisoners. The radio voice was also speaking in Greek. It was singing.
Its pitch went weirdly high and then came back down an octave or so. Wolfgang glanced
over at Philip, his eyes as wide as twin moons but his jaw completely destroyed, unable to
move and let him form sounds.

Philip could see fear, and the desire to warn the others

about something awful. But, unable to speak, Wolfgang was able only to share his panic
with his huge eyes. The whole scene was quite strange - the radio squawking this alien voice,
wreathed in the green light of the glowsticks, with ve men lashed with rope and gripped by
tall, grey, ghostly men all standing at attention to the sound of a rising and falling stream
of sing-song ancient Greek.
Then the voice changed.

It stopped speaking in Greek, and started speaking in very

rough and strangely accented English. Philip's belly lled with dread.
The voice said only, Jim Fast, I'd like to have you for pie.
Then it laughed.

Chapter 4
The Grey Elves

They were marched in pitch black and silence through a winding and immemorable
labyrinth of tunnels. Philip tried to remember how many lefts and rights they seemed to
make, but he was so busy trying not to trip or stumble that he forgot several times even
the most recent turns. Wherever they were going, Philip suspected none of them would ever
nd the way back out.
Their captors appeared to have no trouble navigating the mountain in the dark. He speculated about this, but decided that the situation was strange enough to warrant suspending
his usual assumptions.

For what seemed like hours (though it was, perhaps 30 minutes),

they were marched. Ahead and behind, Philip could hear the sound of carefully stepping
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feet from the tall men. Tor, Dodelson, and Fast made no sounds. He was uncertain if it was
out of fear of what happened to Wolfgang when he spoke, or merely because they were all
in shock and denial about the present circumstance. Wolfgang was making noise, but it was
a miserable and painful moaning that escaped him every few moments. He wasn't trying to
talk - he had given that up almost immediately after having his jaw broken - but we was
clearly in excruciating pain. It was a wonder he had not yet blacked out.
Ahead, Philip spotted light. It seemed dazzling to him, though having been deprived of
any light for so long it could have been the faintest of lights and yet still seemed blinding.
A few moments later, they all emerged into the light.

Unable to shade his eyes, Philip

blinked furiously and swung his head around, trying to nd some shadow until his vision
could catch up. He teared furiously. As if with some mercy, they had all stopped marching,
though Philip was unclear as to why. When, nally, he could actually behold where they
had stopped, his mind again fell into the grip of shock.
They had emerged into a vast, open area inside the mountain. It was, perhaps a halfkilometer in radius.

They had entered from one side of this cave, high above the oor

on a wide ledge that ran around part of the cave and then descended into it. The whole
area seemed lit by a kind of soft luminescence, though there were so many sources that it
combined in a dark space (where the eyes can quickly become deprived) to appear dazzling.
This cavern was far from a hole in the earth. A number of wooden buildings stretched out
in the distance. The wood seemed old. However, given this deep cavern's relative isolation
from the weather of the world, Philip could imagine that anything built down here might
last a very long time.

A great number of people, seemingly similar to the kind that had

captured them, moved about in the space. They all seemed to be working. This was a place
of both living and industry, and everyone below seemed engaged in labor. They were moving
large carts of materials and equipment. Groups of them appeared to be standing together,
arguing about one thing or another. The place was alive with these beings, and all of them
were busy.
One of them was running amongst the bustling crowds, weaving toward a staircase that
ran up to the ledge. In just a few minutes, he crossed the distance and was standing before
their group. He exchanged a few words in Greek with the ones that had captured Philip and
his friends. Then he turned to the men.
 Eglezika?

Eglezika? 

the man asked urgently.

Wolfgang looked up at their inquisitor and nodded, otherwise managing only a mued
Uh-huh from his broken mouth.
Which of you is the one called 'Jim Fast' ?

this grey man then asked in English as

strangely accented as that which had come from the radio voice.
Fast lifted his head and looked at the inquisitor. I am, he said.
The inquisitor nodded to the others, who gripped their prisoners once more and pushed
them along. Philip was jolted from behind. They wanted everyone moving again. They were
led to the staircase.

No one below seemed to have taken note of them; indeed, the ledge

was above most of the rooftoops of the buildings that littered the space. Everyone here was
too distracted with their own business to have observed a pack of shorter men - strangely
dressed in bright red parkas - being led in by a band of their own kind. The inquisitor led
them down the stairs and into a squat wooden building sitting directly at the bottom step.
Philip surmised this was a guard house or checkpoint of some sort. Other grey men stood
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watch on the road (or what passed for a road in this busy, dense little community). Philip
took note that the guards on the road had their backs to the prisoners - they appeared to
be keeping an eye on the people

inside

the cave, not watching for intruders from

outside

the

cave. He led away this observation.
They were led into the guard house and pushed into a cell near the middle of the building.
It measured just meters on a side and they had to cram into the space. The bars were rusted
- Philip guessed they were iron, not steel. They were shut into the cramped space.
The men that had captured and escorted them stepped away toward the door, where
they were lectured to by the inquisitor for a few moments. At the end, every man nodded
in response to whatever the inquisitor had said and then left the building. There was fear
in their eyes when they left, the same fear that Philip sensed when the voice squawked from
the radio.
Philip glanced over at Wolfgang, who was still clearly in terrible pain. Had he listened to
what the inquisitor had said to his the men? What had he said? Philip wanted very badly
to nd a way to talk to Wolfgang, but this was neither the time nor the place.
The inquisitor returned to the cell. You are to remain here until the work day is over and
the streets are clear. You will then be led to the Supervisor. He has requested to meet with
you directly. Until then, please try to remain comfortable. I will have some food brought
here. You must eat. There will be water, too. You must drink.
Fast approached the bars of the cell and held up his bound forearms, trying to make a nonthreatening sign of openness or pleading. At least, Philip hoped the inquisitor interpreted
the gesture this way; whoever these grey beings were, they were barely human and he was
unclear on what might be their social rules. You know my name - Jim . . . Jim Fast. May
I know yours?
The inquisitor considered this request. Indeed, Jim Fast, you may. I am Agenor, captain
of the watch.
Captain Agenor, may I ask what we have done to be brought here and locked up? Did
we trespass?
The inquisitor tilted his head at Fast and a slow smile spread across his lips. There was a
darkness in his eyes, and for a moment he seemed, to Philip, to have gone somewhere quite
distant. Jim Fast, that is an interesting question. I suspect that the Supervisor will want
to give you a real answer to a question like that. He is most keen on meeting you.
May I ask a dierent question?
Go on.
Have others been here? Are there others here, like us - dressed like us . . . ?
 . . . Who look like you?
Yes, others in red coats and heavy pants and boots, like us.
 Androphus.
Fast didn't know what he meant, but the way that Agenor said it left his tongue like a
curse or a swear. Philip tapped Fast on the shoulder. He means us . . . it's his word for
what we are . . . Androphus.
Fast nodded, though he was not entirely certain he understood what just happened.
Agenor narrowed his eyes, and his skin seemed to grow more ashen. Yes, there have been
other . . . . humans . . . here, and very recently. The Supervisor wanted to meet with
them when they arrived. He will meet with you soon.
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Fast swallowed so hard that Philip heard it.
muttered, Why did he emphasize

humans

Fast turned his head toward Philip and

like that?

Philip tried to reply as quietly as he could. You can't be serious, Jim. He means to say
we're human . . . and

they

are not.

It dawned on Philip that, as an astrophysicist, the thought of intelligent life other than
human beings occurred to him all the time . . . but somehow, to their wise geologist, this
was not the rst thing that crossed his mind. Philip almost laughed. Had Fast thought these
were just very tall, grey-skinned humans . . . perhaps with some kind of blood disorder?
Philip had imagined what meeting some distant cousin of the human race might be like, and
now he was getting the chance to live it.
Agenor seemed unamused by their whispers. I thank you to keep a civil conversation
with me - none of your scheming,

Androphus !

Jim cleared his throat. I beg your pardon, Captain Agenor - this is such an unfamiliar
situation for me, I am afraid I am little behind in understanding it compared to my colleague,
here.
And who is this one?
This is Philip Jeries.
Philip nodded and tried to oer a pleasant smile to Agenor. He seemed further unamused.
He asked the others to introduce themselves, but when he got to Wolfgang, Fast had to
intervene. Your man . . . that is to say, one of your guards . . . broke his jaw in the
tunnels. My friend cannot speak.
Indeed, Wolfgang's face was so swollen now that he was even less able to communicate
than at rst. He couldn't even make gestures with his eyes - expressions of fear, surprise, or
joy - because his face was so pued up from the swelling.
If I may ask, Captain, may we have some ice to help him with the swelling?
I will see what I can do, Jim Fast.

Agenor sent a guard to fetch some ice, and in short order he was back with it. Agenor
handed it carefully through the bars and placed it into Fast's hands, his arms still bound by
the heavy rope. Pain and fatigue had set in on all their arms. Fast asked for the ropes to
be loosened or removed. Agenor refused his request.
They took turns pressing the ice on Wolfgang's face, trying to be careful around his jaw.
Bloody saliva occasionally dribbled from his mouth. He tried to speak once or twice, but all
they they could get from him were indecipherable grunts and groans. The pain was immense,
and his jaw would not budge.
A few hours passed.

Guards oered them the chance to take turns using a toilet in

the back of the guard house (Philip could hear running water down at the bottom of what
seemed to otherwise be a comfortable hole in the rock, suggesting they were somewhere just
above a fast-moving subterranean water source), which helped immensely with their level of
comfort. Agenor even seemed to take a little pity on them and loosened the ropes, though
far from enough to let them wriggle free.
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A window at the far front of the guard house, many meters from their cell, let in enough
light that they had some sense of the passing of time. Strangely, the light in the cave outside
appeared to wane slowly over the course of many hours - almost as if sunset were coming to
this curious subterranean world. In hushed conversation, the prisoners remarked on this but
then fell silent again.
Agenor appeared a short while later. The Supervisor will soon send for you. When he
does, you will be gagged and escorted to him.
In a strange moment of unexpected mercy, Agenor added, Is there anything that I can
get for you before you go?
Philip was struck by the question.
they wanted anything.

It was the rst time Agenor had asked them if

For a second, Philip sensed a change in their prisoner-and-guard

relationship. He took the opportunity. Maybe some water, and an answer to a question, if
that is not too much to ask.
Ask.
Agenor signaled one of the guards to fetch water and turned his attention back to Philip.
What is this place, Captain?
Agenor considered the question for a minute.

He seemed to wrestle with it .

.

.

or

wrestle with the idea of answering it. There was a ash of anger, a ash of sadness, and
nally, he sighed. This place is special to us. It has a name in our language, but in your
Eglezika it translates to something like 'Haven.' We came here long, long ago . . . well, to
be quite direct, we were driven here long, long ago.
Driven by whom?
There was a ash of anger in Agenor's eyes. He fought it. By you.
Fast glanced uncomfortably at Philip, who considered the answer in quiet. Agenor sensed
their confusion. Well, not you, specically . . .

Androphus.

Your kind drove us here, long

ago.
How have we never met your kind before, Captain? How long ago did this happen?
Oh, it was very long ago. By your calendar, which keeps to the behavior of the sun, it
was about 1700 years ago. I was but a boy then, not much out of my infancy.

Agenor let them consider this. Indeed, Fast, Tor, Dodelson, and Philip started to mutter
amongst themselves and words like  ludicrous  and  nonsense  reached Agenor's keen ears.
When they had gone on for a time, he stopped them.
What I say is neither

ludicrous

nor

nonsense !

This silenced them. Our kind and your kind were kin long, long ago - longer ago than
any Androphus can recall. Something happened to us - something that made it rarer and
rarer for a child to be conceived and born. A change occurred in our kind, over many, many
millenia: we came to age quite slowly. We had to stay hidden and secure in the world. We
built a few places of refuge and power in the ancient world.
But your kind was so fast to reproduce and spread, and yet so short-lived, you multiplied
like the wee beasts that infest the skin and make sick the weak. It was inevitable, I suppose,
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that our kinds would all meet again. Our secret places could not remain secret for very long
. . . not when your kind spread so fast and so far and occupied every good place in the
World.
Philip considered this. So we met again?
Indeed, Philip Jeries, our kinds met again. There was a sort of peace between us, for
a time. But your kind grew jealous and fearful of our kind. We lived so long, and each of
us knew so much . . . much that your kind had not yet surmised in those ancient days . . .
that there was anger and fear and jealousy and feud and war.
There were so few of us . . . how could we survive a war against your kind, who breed
so quick and die so young? We tried to hide ourselves again in the world. There was one
among us, then a young thinker and ghter, who rallied our kind and found a safe haven in
the world of the Androphus. It was there that we tried to rebuild what we had once had.
He gave hope to our people, and grew wiser and more loved. It is said that his wife was the
most beautiful and the wisest of our kind, and that together they ruled us for a short time
in peace and prosperity. He had a strange power of persuasion over the Androphus. It is
said he could enter their minds and soften their hearts. 
What was the name of your great ruler?
Nikólaos.
And when did all of this happen?
By your time keeping, this was almost 2400 years ago.
Philip considered this. He wondered if he were dreaming. What happened then?
Agenor darkened - his skin visibly grew a more shadowy grey. There was an Androphus
. . . great and terrible and brilliant . . . who remembered us. He remembered that, in
the brief wars we had fought with your kind, there were stories of weapons and armor and
knowledge on our side of the ght that seemed to outmatch anything your kind could bring
to bear . . . except your sheer numbers. He came to us. At the time, he was dealing with a
revolt in a place called Thrace. He wanted our help - he wanted our weapons and wisdom.
He desired our legend and myth to precede him, and strike fear in the hearts of his enemies.
He had spent years tracking us down, and he had found us. His name was Alexander.
Fast and Philip exchanged a glance.

Agenor continued.

Alexander came to us with

a force of Androphus. We had not seen such organization and power from your kind, not
like this. At rst, he claimed to be an emissary to our people. There was an exchange of
pleasantries.

Nikólaos invited him to dine with him and his wife in their house.

At the

dinner, Alexander's true purpose was revealed. Nikólaos was enraged. He refused to help
Alexander. He tried to soften Alexander's heart and drive him away.
But Alexander had anticipated this. He knew the stories of mistrust and war between
our kinds. He had heard tales of men treating with Nikólaos who were swayed from their
stronger positions by his odd power.

He overcame the thrall of Nikólaos, and he ordered

Nikólaos's wife seized as bounty until he was given everything he wanted.
further enraged, but so loved his wife that he could do nothing.

Nikólaos was

There were too many

Androphus, and too few of our kind. In the end, Nikólaos gave Alexander what he wanted.
His people joined Alexander and suppressed the revolt in Thrace. It was a terrible campaign.
Many Androphus were slain . . . the entire city you called Thebes was razed to the ground.
The marriage of our kinds was murderous and bloody. But, it did not end there.
Alexander repaid Nikólaos for his obedience by slitting his wife's throat and selling all
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of our kind into slavery. We became

dmos

- we were property taken in war, sold o to the

Greeks as pets and curiosities whose strength and longevity meant consistent servitude to a
house or family for generations. The Greeks called us

Panotioi.

The terrible Alexander had

what he wanted from us, and we were but a nuisance to his purposes any further. He left us
in Greece.
Nikólaos himself went mad. It is said that he was sold into slavery for two

Drachma.

When the Greek man who had made the purchase presented the coins to the slave merchant,
Nikólaos is said to have broken his bonds, knocked down the buyer, grabbed the two

Drachma

coins, and quickly scraping the edges of the coins against the rough stone oor to sharpen
them, jammed the two coins deep into the feet of the buyer. He was caught by guards before
he could kill the two men and was imprisoned.
Philip and the others were silent.
now.

The light outside the guard house was nearly gone

Its waning matched the waning of their moods as this tale unfolded.

I fear to ask

what happened next.
Agenor's skin lightened and his face took on a deeply sad expression. My people were
scattered by slavery. They remembered their safe and wonderful past, but the present, for
them, was a terrible reality of endless servitude. Some Androphus masters were gracious .
. . but you all die so fast that one cannot guarantee the children will treat a slave as well.
Some generations were kind and almost friendly to our people. Others verged on murderous.
Some of the Greeks discovered that regular treatments with our blood could extend the life
of an Androphus; this led to strange dissections and murders and odd breeding programs.
Our people lived in constant fear for their lives. Some of our kind rebelled, but it was always
put down with executions.

We cannot aord to die .

.

.

we have too few children, and

spread apart by slavery we could no longer choose to marry and have families, rare though
they were already. It was an awful time . . . hundreds of years passed, each of us believing
all others were already dead.
Nikólaos rotted in prison. He was hated by the Androphus who also lived there. For
a time, while Alexander still lived, he was paraded as a trophy of the great wars.

But,

after Alexander's death, Nikólaos was all but forgotten. Only his keepers knew that he was
special, and they kept him alive but carefully guarded. He was moved around from time to
time as prisons came and went.

His keepers died of old age and were replaced.

He grew

slowly more and more mad.
It is said that, from time to time, he would get his hands on a coin and sharpen it in
his cell. When a guard passed too closely, he would hold up the coin and taunt them with
a wicked smile. They beat him.
Much time passed. Nikólaos was to be transferred to a new place, a stronghold on an
island far o the coast of Greece. During the journey, a terrible storm destroyed the ship
and killed all but him. No one knows how he, chained and bound in the hold, escaped the
ship. But it is true that many days later he had washed up on the shores of eastern Greece.
Perhaps this was the rst of the many wonders he would work for our people. He broke his
bonds and set his mind to nding his kin.
He had to hide himself, to avoid giving away his nature as one of the

Panotioi.

He stole

clothing from merchants and covered himself head-to-toe, appearing as a tall and exotic
merchant. He began making his way from place to place, accumulating goods by the power
of his thrall, or theft, or other trickery. He used these to gain access to markets. He hunted
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down his people, nding them rst in ones and twos being sold at market.
to buy the rst few, disguising them also as his merchant kin.

He managed

But this soon drained his

coers. Indeed, he could not aord to deal with owners who had held his kin as slaves for
generations; there was no price they would name to part with their family pet. His mind,
maddened by the murder of his brilliant and beautiful wife and driven to dark places by
centuries of imprisonment, turned to extreme violence.
I was but a boy when Nikólaos started his murders. A great number of our kin were
being held by families in Myra. Nikólaos went there and liberated them all. Holding true to
the legends that were told of his sale at market, and the legends he himself told of sharpening
coins in prison, he would sneak into the homes of Greek slaveowners in the middle of the
night and murder the families rst by binding them, then driving sharpened coins into the
soles of their feet. He drove the coins so deep he severed their arteries and veins. When the
families were found, it was as if they were some grotesque painting of white-skinned corpses
standing on a sea of their own blood. Many Androphus were murdered. It was a wonderful
and terrible time.
We called Nikólaos many things.

Thaumaturgos

and

Hagios.

He was our

Kir.

There were many who called him

He worked wonders - he saved us all.

He found me in the home of a physician, the child of a long eort of forced breeding
between

Panotioi.

I was kept for medicine.

When Nikólaos liberated me, I loved him at

once. I pledged my life to him. He promised me greatness. I loved him more. I was young
and as a child of

Panotioi,

I was special to Nikólaos. He took it upon himself to educate me

and raise me as a son.
We hid away in the mountains, just a small band of no more than fty or so

Panotioi.

We were all that Nikólaos could nd. Those were good years . . . better years than in the
keeping of the Androphus doctor.
But I came to know Nikólaos. We all came to know Nikólaos. And we were lled with
adoration and fear.

Agenor ended his story there. Philip and the others had been silent a long time, leaning
into Agenor's tale like children captivated by a bedtime story. Even Wolfgang looked brighter
and more alert.
After a few minutes had passed, Philip asked the question that, perhaps, he had meant
to ask at the beginning of this conversation. So, Captain . . . how did you end up here?
Agenor grew sad again. As I said, we had some good years after the liberation. But,
the stories of the horrors in Myra did not escape the notice of ocials in your Byzantine
Empire. There grew an organized eort to hunt us down, this time to end us. There would
be no slavery - there would be only death. Nikólaos knew it was only a matter of time before
we were found and exterminated. He devised a plan to escape Greece and seek a place far
from the cities of the Androphus where we might know a long peace.
Nikólaos organized the theft of weapons, enough to arm every one of us - including me.
He had already taught me how to ght - how to defend myself and how to kill your kind.
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We made a raid on a port. Our aim was to steal two ships, enough to transport all of us
out of Greece. We were successful. There was no reason to expect an attack by anyone that
day, and we slit the throats of a hundred Androphus at the port before we made o with
two great wooden ships. Many among us had experience in sailing from the time before our
enslavement, and Nikólaos made sure the best of them were spread evenly across the ships.
Before any Greek authorities could react, we were gone. We raided a few vessels on our way
down the coast, stealing supplies for a long journey.
We sailed south for days . . . then weeks . . . then months. The days grew strange and
eventually quite cold. We made for parts of what you now call Africa, but we found them
inhabited and kept on our way. We wanted nothing to do with your kind. We killed many
animals and made lots of cloth. We used the fur to fashion heavy, warm clothing. We were
prepared for any eventuality. We took on plenty of food and we even brewed a special beer
to drink on the long voyage. Our kind had long known the art of food preservation, having
had to hide away in the World away from your kind. We could survive any distance of travel
required to nd our own place in the World.
We sailed all the way to the southern tip of Africa. Nikólaos was convinced we would
nd another continent if we kept going. We made the decision to head south and east. We
already knew then that the World was round, and our best sailors kept making measurements
that told us how far we had traveled.
Eventually, we came to this place. I recall the day we spotted this frozen land. Nikólaos
took it as a good sign - he felt it less likely that Androphus would have settled here, given
its inhospitable terrain. We killed and ate the birds and the sh we found here. They were
rich in fats that we could use to survive. Nikólaos led us into the mountains to shelter there.
We left the ships in the bay to freeze into the ice. We had no escape from this place any
longer.
It was a party of scouts that rst found the entrance into the mountain. There is a front
door to this place, now sealed and concealed that no one else might nd it.

We guard it

night and day, but back then it was a wide-open place. It led to a series of natural caves in
the mountain. This was our haven of ice and rock.
It was hard at rst - not as hard as surviving without shelter, but hard.

Eventually,

as our people regained our comfort and condence we dug deeper into the mountain. We
cleared out as much rock as we could, and made this place more hospitable. We went back
to the ships and tore them apart, moving the lumber into the mountain. We build what we
could from the wood we had. We survived.
We learned to use some of the natural light emitted by certain sh to make a paint that
we can feed and, in doing so, make light without re. It brightens and fades with a pleasant,
almost day-like cycle . . . though it is not tied to a real solar day. We made the tunnels
that you found, a series of deep storehouses for our goods to keep them safe and secure. We
built a life for ourselves here.
But then the Androphus came again. It was about 200 years ago that your kind rst
appeared here. At rst, we ignored your incursions. The place seemed uninteresting to your
kind. We expected you all to take one look and leave. But you kept coming, and coming,
and coming.

More of you came, speaking in strange languages that we had never heard

before. We captured some of these people and tortured them for information. We learned
of the history of the world in our absence. We kept some of them a long time, to teach us
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their languages. Those of you that we kept for a while took to calling us 'Grey Elves'; we
seemed to suit some mythology that more recent Androphus had developed since we ed the
Byzantine Empire.
We learned many things about your world and your discoveries.

We learned how far

across the world you had spread, and that many of your kind considered our home a type of
'last frontier' to be conquered. 
At this, Agenor shook his head and paused. Last frontier. Having conquered all else,
your kind would take all that we had left. We tried to run and hide from you. We tried to
ignore you. None of it would keep your away. Nikólaos grew fearful and enraged. For a long
time, he had seemed free of the madness that once plagued him. But when we had learned
much from capturing many of your kind, what we learned only made him more mad than
ever. He, like all of us, felt like an animal trapped in the last cage.
After that, Nikólaos ordered immediately killed any Androphus captured by our people.
Their blood was spread across the interior wall of the main entrance, so that if any of your
kind ever entered by that way they would know the fear and horror that comes from seeing
the rock painted in your own blood. There was so much blood.
At this point, Agenor stepped closer to the bars of the cell. He glanced over his shoulder
to see if any of his guards were listening. None had entered the guard house in some time,
but Agenor seemed full of caution. In a whisper, he said, There are many among our kind
that have started calling this 'Red Haven,' painted in the blood of the Androphus by the
mad hand of our

kir.

This is become a place of death. Your death. I warn you now. You

will not live another day.
What had been a delightful story time suddenly turned to something far more horrible.
Philip's stomach grew heavy and cold. So we're to die then?
Agenor leaned even closer to the bars, almost putting his face through them. I am a
loyal Captain, Philip Jeries and Jim Fast. I have served my

kir

for a very long time. There

were many good times . . . but there are also horrors that came with us from the old days.
I will shortly hand you over one of them. He is a special. He is a favored of the one we once
knew as Nikólaos. He serves the

kir,

but he is not wholly loyal to the

kir.

If he were, you

would already be dead. He has ordered me to hold you here in secret from Nikólaos, and
because he is a favored of Nikólaos I must obey. But I do not serve this one with pleasure,
not the way I once served Nikólaos.
Fast was the rst to realize the puzzle. Wait, so this Supervisor . . . the one to whom
we are to be delivered . . . the voice on our radio . . . he is not Nikólaos?
Agenor almost chuckled. Nobody in the cell expected that. Oh, my, no, Jim Fast. The
Supervisor is not Nikólaos - they are far from the same. Oh, my, are they far from the same.
Fast didn't know what to make of this reply.

He looked with some confusion at the

others. Philip noticed that Wolfgang had taken on a fearful look again. He was trying to
speak but he could not.
It is interesting, Jim Fast. You know of Nikólaos and you know of The Supervisor, but
yet you do not understand the stories that you have been told. We once captured a man who
told us of a story from his culture, a story of an ancient Greek man known for his goodness
and his generosity. It is said that he once resurrected three children who had been butchered
by a Greek and hidden in a barrel, to be sold later as pork. It is said that he was known for
spontaneous and secret gift-giving. He has been changed by centuries of story-telling into
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a fat and happy man who gives toys to all the children of your kind, on one night of the
year. He goes by many names amongst your people. He has many names that have survived
from the old times, and new names that your kind have invented for him when his story is
changed and re-told in a new place.
 Sinterklaas.

Joulupukki. Mikulás. Nikólaos ho Thaumaturgos. Hagios Nikólaos. Saint
Nicholas. Santa Claus.
There was a terrible quiet in the cell. Agenor chuckled. Once he was a being revered for
his knowledge and technology. Then he was a slave. Then he was a prisoner. Then he was
a fugitive. Then he was a murderer. Then he was a savior. Then he was just our

kir.

Now

his madness is again awakened, awakened by your kind. Your kind turned him into a saint
who gives presents to the children of the world.
No, my Supervisor is not Nikólaos. When you meet him, you may begin to understand a
little of Nikólaos, but you will never meet our

kir.

We call my Supervisor many names, though

his original name is quite forgotten at this point. The name uttered in whispers among the
few children we have here is something far more appropriate, and far more honest. He is

Artamos

. . . in your language,

The Butcher.

This drove the prisoners into utter and hopeless silence.

The door at the front of the

guard house opened and several tall, grey guards stood outside.

Agenor nodded to them

and turned back to the prisoners one last time. Children are fascinating. I forget what it
was like to be one, but I nd it curious that among our two kinds we have a sort of common
name for our kir.
The Red Saint.

Your children call him

. . . Saint Nick.

So familiar. Our children call him

Part II
Red Haven
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Chapter 5
The Butcher

Agenor's watchmen opened the cell door and checked the ropes on each of the prisoners.
Philip wanted to struggle, but his heart wasn't in it. The hope had been drained from him;
even if they could engineer an escape from their captors, where would they go? They could
not possibly make it back through the labyrinth without lights and a map, and the rest of
Red Haven was totally unknown to them.
Tor began to ght, the fear overtaking him.
Where would we go?

38

Philip hushed him.

Tor, don't struggle.
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Indeed, Agenor added, where would you go? Go to your fate now with bravery - be
noble, for Androphus.
The watchmen pulled them from the cell one at a time. Each one was gagged, then had a
sack placed over his head. All they could do not was make mued grunts; not so impressive,
and very unlikely to alert anyone. Dread overcame Philip. He fought it, but it was the grip
of inevitability - the anticipation of an unavoidable and unpleasant death. The feeling began
to choke him. He was all adrenaline now, but had no way to channel it. It seized him only
as blind terror.
They were marched out through the door of the guardhouse. Agenor gave the watchmen
some nal commands, after which they led the prisoners on a stumbling march through Red
Haven. Philip lost all sense of direction, as he had in the storehouse labyrinth. They walked
for a long while.

He imagined that they crossed the large cave and were now somewhere

else. He heard their footsteps echoing more closely. It seemed they had entered some other
tunnel system, one that connected more at ground-level inside the cave.
He began to smell something particularly unexpected. The smells in the cave had been
what one would expect from a bustling community of people closely living together. They
weren't particularly great, but nothing had really stood out to Philip before. Living in close
quarters in McMurdo Station, and especially in South Pole Station, made one used to the
many odors of the body. However, now he smelled something almost . . . homey. His nose
suddenly encountered all the warm scents of a kitchen. There was the smell of a wood re
or other wood-burning hearth; the warmth of baking bread and roasting meats appeared.
He found himself terribly hungry . . . and lled with a certain sense of alarm. He couldn't
quite put his nger on the problem .

.

.

except to say that in the belly of a mountain

hold, surrounded by Grey Elves seeking escape from the humans of the world, Philip did not
expect to encounter a bakery. His terror was receding . . . though a voice in the back of his
mind was still screaming an alert.
The watchmen brought them to a sudden stop.

There was great warmth now.

Philip

was certain they were near a re, as he could now hear it crackling and sputtering. He heard
the sound of cutting or chopping now, too, perhaps coming from somewhere across the room
they had entered.
One of the watchmen cleared his throat and then uttered some short phrase in Greek.
The sounds of chopping stopped. There were footsteps, slow and methodical. Then there
was the voice. Are they here?

Are they here? 

This was the voice from the radio. It was sing-song, rising and falling as if this person
had never learned to speak English correctly. It was like the blending of some mad, tonal
language with a heavy Mediterranean accent and the words of English. Philip cringed.
Unpack them!
Ropes were pulled from their arms. The pulse of blood fully back into their extremities
was numbing and disorienting. The hoods were withdrawn. The sudden rush of light was
again blinding.

Philip blinked furiously, craving to know just where they were.

The gag

was pulled from his mouth. When, at last, his eyes would let him see, he beheld their new
surroundings. It was as if they had been transported into some great, medieval kitchen. A
crazy mix of pots and pans hung from the ceiling on iron hooks. In the center of the room
was a great butcher block table; actually, it appeared to be a senseless patchwork of many
butcher blocks all axed together to make one, great table. It sat upon the legs of a much
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older wooden table, perhaps the kin of the one in the storehouse (and likely made from the
wood of the ships that brought them here so long ago). On one end of the butcher-block
table was a great basin, repurposed from an old tub.

It drained into a hole in the oor;

Philip could hear that same distant rushing of water that he'd heard back in the toilet at
the guardhouse.
The oor was clean and spotless .

.

.

for a cave oor.

At the side of the room was,

indeed, a great hearth. It was cut into the stone of the mountain, and Philip imagined that
they must be quite close to the outside in order for a chimney to have been cut to carry the
smoke away. A re was blazing in the hearth, warming the room and bathing it in a moody
glow. Metal racks were set in the hearth, perfect for baking or roasting a number of dishes
all at once. Knives and ladels and all manner of other implements littered the butcher block,
as did a smattering of fresh blood.

The kitchen tools appeared to be a wild mix of eras,

spanning at least two centuries. There were a bunch of modern-looking knives, but also a
very old-looking meat cleaver with a dark, heavy, wooden handle.
Standing in the midst of all this, very close to them now, was a man. He was

not

a Grey

Elf . . . he was a Human. He was wearing a heavy leather apron, spattered in blood and
our. His hair was a blend of gray and black, tousled here and there and caked with sweat.
His face was thick with a beard, also peppered with gray hair. He was shorter than Philip perhaps a few inches shy of six feet. His arms were thick and muscled, stained in blood from
recent butchering. His clothes were simple - just a heavy shirt and pants, stitched together
from a variety of animals skins.
Kin kin kin, he said with glee.
The Grey Elves who had escorted them here stepped back from the prisoners. The ve
men now stood a few meters from the one that Agenor had called The Butcher.
Nothing to say? Agenor cut out your tongues? I'll be

DID.

VERY SORE AT HIM IF HE

As he said this last phrase, a wicked re lit in this man's eyes.

There was something

wrong with him . . . far beyond the sing-song English, it seemed to Philip that somewhere
deep inside this man's mind a few fuses burned out long ago.
I am Jim Fast, sir. I am the one you spoke to on the radio.
The Butcher smiled, a big toothy grin. Yes, my friend, Jim Fast! You have such pretty
little talk boxes. I love these little things. When they rst started appearing with kin who
came to our home, my grey brothers and sisters at rst believed them to be some kind of

'But tisk,' I told them, 'these are no more magic than the sticky res and
gaseous poisons your ancestors designed in war against my kin. Androphus thought them
magic then, but the Grey knew they were not. These talk boxes are merely the result of
coming to a better understanding of the World after 17 centuries of learning.' Now we all

wicked magic.

just know it's light, light, light. Not the shine from the sky, but something that kinfolk pink and grey - can't see.
He seemed very satised with this tale. A shame, he continued, that these watchmen
could not have brought the other radio with them from the storehouse.

I'll have to send

them back tomorrow to get it. Such a nice toy.
There was an uncomfortable silence.
say to this man.

executioner?

After all,

Fast and the others didn't really know what to

they each reasoned to themselves,

what does one say to one's
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Oh, but where are my manners? You must be hungry. I promised you pie, and pie you
shall have.
The Butcher gestured to the block at the center of the room, and himself hurried away
to the hearth on the side of the room. Cooling on a rack near the re were a large number of
pies. They seemed to Philip to resemble a chicken pot pie, or some other kind of meat pie.
Alarm bells were ringing again in his head.
Here you go, my kin, my kin, the Butcher said as he deposited the pies and some
wooden forks in front of the men, Help yourselves. You must be starved.
Fast stared at the pie for a moment. He hadn't any appetite . . . nor, really, did any of
the others. Death was on their mind. Oh, tisk . . . it's

OF FOOD.

RUDE TO REFUSE THE GIFT

Fast and Tor picked up their forks with nervous haste and poked at the crust on the pie.
It crumbled nicely, and warm smells of beef or pork rode out from the pie on pus of steam.
In fact, it smelled quite good. Tor managed a bite, chewed, and even made a pleasant sound
of approval as he did so. My grey brothers call me

butcher,

but I'm really more of a cook

or a chef to them. I prepare the meals here. I've gotten very good with sh and bird and
even that little thing you call a

peng-goo-een.

These pies are made from meat stolen from

your station. I think you'll nd it to your liking.
Philip relaxed a little bit. So, they make raids on McMurdo Station for supplies. That
explained the our and other baking goods that one would not expect to be available to a
bunch of refugees from the Byzantine Empire hiding in a mountain in Antarctica.
I am sure you have many questions. Ask them.
Fast took a bite, nodded with approval, and then took up The Butcher on his oer. We
trespassed. For that we are deeply sorry. We understand why it is you found it necessary to
capture us . . . but we don't wish to trespass any further. We came here looking for others
who must have also been captured . . . if they are no longer here, we would like to go on
our way.
The Butcher smiled again, a wide and pleasant, toothy smile. I'll set you on your way
shortly. Yes, you trespassed. That is a terrible oense here. This is our Haven, our safety
in the mountains. We long ago ed the World. We don't wish it to bother us any longer. If
my

kir

knew you were here, you would already be dead.

Did your . . .

kir

. . . learn of the others whom we are searching for? Are they also

dead?
The Butcher's eyes narrowed to slits. It seemed to Philip that another fuse had just let
go, somewhere deep in his mind. They are dead. They are dead. Dead, dead,

dead.

Fast fell to silence at this weird reply. Philip decided to step in. Well, perhaps, then,
your grey kin - as you call them - can simply blindfold and gag and and dump us back where
we came in. We'll go back to McMurdo, tell them we were trapped in a small cave in, and
could not get back before now. We'll tell them we didn't nd the geologists - the men we
were searching for - and that this area is not safe any more. You can have your solitude, and
no one else has to die.
 SOMEONE

ELSE ALWAYS HAS TO DIE. WHAT IS YOUR NAME? 

Philip wished he'd never spoken. Philip Jeries.
Well,

PHILIP JEFFRIES,

I think your idea is terrible. Terrible. It's a terrible, terrible

idea. I'm not keen on letting you out of here, and I'll tell you why. First, I don't trust any
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of you . . . not a one . . . not any of you. You'll tell. You'll go back and tell. You'll tell
everyone about Haven, and about what you found here. Your kind . . . I know you . . .

AM YOU

I

. . . you cannot resist the urge to tell your little secrets. No, that is a terrible

plan. It's also a terrible plan because I know my

kir.

He'll nd out you were here. He'll nd

out what I did. He'll nd out that I kept you instead of killing you. No, I don't want to
displease him . . . not too much. I've already done a bad thing. I've been too good to you.
Your plan is a terrible, awful, stupid plan.
He was ranting, He scratched his hair. He rubbed his teeth. He glanced at them feverishly,
in the grip of some terrible madness.
The

kir

loves me. He loves me. He told me that. But he doesn't love me enough to

keep me alive forever. I've done a terrible thing. I've done it. You'll tell, and then more will
come, and he will nd out what I did. And then he'll stop. He'll stop . . . 
At this moment, The Butcher's face relaxed. He became weirdly distant, as if the mad
personality had faded into the background and some other mind had taken over.  . . . oh,

FEEDING ME. But every time I think
FEEDS ME. And I am his again . . . 

he'll stop. How sweet that would be if he would stop
I can be free I have to come back, and he

The Butcher was nearly crying now. Philip and the others glanced wildly and uncomfortably at one another. Before they could say anything, the mad personality was back.
We are all his. You. Me. We are all his. He'll nd out about this. He will. No, I won't
let you go back. I only want to know one thing from you before I kill you all:

YOU ALL GET IN HERE? 

HOW DID

The Butcher was panting now, exhausted from his terrible episode. He leaned against
the other side of the butcher block. No one was speaking. Philip glanced nervously back
over his shoulder to see if the Grey Elves that escorted them here were still standing at the
entrance to the kitchen. They were. There was no escape from this nightmare.
Tell me, demanded the Butcher one more time.
Fast was the rst to speak.

Fine.

There is a crack in the rock, at the back of one

of your storerooms. It's fresh. When I inspected it, it seemed like it had recently opened
up. Whatever has been shaking the mountains here recently opened up a back door in your
Haven, and we came in that way.
The Butcher started laughing. He laughed hard, and he laughed deep. He was laughing
so much that he bent over at the waist to catch his breath, but eventually could not stop
himself from falling on the oor and curling up in a fetal position, grabbing his belly. None
of the prisoners knew what to do with this. A quick glance over his shoulder suggested to
Philip that the Grey Elves didn't know what to make of this, either.
The Butcher's hand appeared over the edge of the table, and he heaved himself up to
his feet. He wiped sweat from his brow, tears from his eyes, and spittle from his lips. How
delicious, he nally managed.
Why delicious? Fast dared.
Oh, it's so delicious. It's so delicious, you see? You see, don't you?
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Fast shook his head, a complex painting of confusion on his face. I'm afraid I don't see
at all. What's so special about earthquakes opening up a crack in a mountain?
The Butcher chuckled again, this time more in control of himself. It's delicious because
it is so IRONIC. We re o one or two of our little toys . . . our little toys for good girls and
boys . . . and in doing so open up a back door so that Androphus can just come wandering
into our Haven. It's delicious, isn't it?
Philip seized on a terrible idea in that sentence. What do you mean,

'red o toys' ?

The Butcher produced a wicked looking knife from just under the lip of the table and
stabbed it an inch shy of Philip's adam's apple. WELL . . .

KNOW?! 

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO

Philip shook his head, swallowing hard and managing only, No, I guess I would not.
The Butcher's face exploded into that mad, toothy smile again. No . . . (that
. . . I guess you would

NOT.

is funny )

The knife was withdrawn, but placed carefully on the butcher block still by his hand.
Our time is nearly at an end. Have you any questions for me?
Tor stabbed at his meat pie again and popped another mouthful. Yeah, I have a question.
How does an Androphus come to be the best friend of these grey folk?
The Butcher's eyes came to rest on Tor. It was a terrible look. I will tell you,
Those were hard times.

There were not a lot of supplies to be had.

child.

For a man like me,

selling food for a living, it was particularly hard. It was one thing to nd and then aord
food. It was quite another to have to do that, then prepare it, then ask people to pay more
for your goods. My wife and I . . .  tears came to his eyes when he said that,  . . . we
had to make hard choices. We had to eat. My love, my beautiful wife, had miscarried so
many times because there was not enough for us all to eat. So I went out one day and stole
some little piglets, and I killed them and butchered them and packed them in a barrel. I was
ashamed at what I had done, but a man and his wife have got to eat, and they have got to
sell their food to make a living.
The prisoners all exchanged curious glances. They didn't see why this was all so bad . .
. why it seemed to cause him such pain. But it didn't stop there. You steal and kill some
piglets once, and you nd yourself doing it again to survive. They made the best meat pies.
People were buying them. But it didn't go unnoticed in my village . . . no, it did not go
unnoticed that people's piggies were disappearing, and that my wife and I suddenly had a
thriving meat pie business again. The rumors started to spread, about how terrible we were.
We lived in fear, but we had to eat and we had to keep our shop running. Then, one night,

HE CAME TO US.
The Butcher's eyes teared again. He was so beautiful. He was a tall man, grey skin,
strange ears. He spoke such beautiful Greek. I could feel him in my heart and in my head. His
voice was like a song. His touch was like the love of a father. I wanted to tell him everything.
And I did. He wanted to know what I had done, and I

CONFESSED EVERYTHING.

And

then, when I was done, my wife and I wept. We buried our heads in our hands and we wept.
Then, he touched me again - he put his hand under my chin and lifted my sobbing face to
look at him.
'Do not cry,' he told me, 'for you have done wonderful things. Together, you and I can
do more wonderful things. Will you come with me? Will you serve me?' He promised me
so many things. He promised me that I might live forever. He promised me that my wife
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would bear for us many piglets of our own . . . 
At this point, Philip's mind seized on exactly what had been bothering him this entire
time. He looked down at the meat pie, and a sudden wave of vertigo and nausea and disgust
washed over him. The Butcher continued. I felt his love, the love of the Wonderworker, the
love of my

kir.

I told him I would kill a million children for him, and pack them all into

barrels, and serve them all as meat pies, if he would bless me with his kindness. He told
me I would be the greatest of his favored, and that night we left behind our crimes and our
home to live with the grey folk in the mountains.
That's when it dawned on the others - the missing geologists had been killed, cooked,
and served up as meat pies. Indeed, this meat was from McMurdo . . . The Butcher had
made for them a sick and twisted riddle.
Tor went pale. He looked ill. The Butcher glanced over at him. My wife and I lived
with him for many years. He fed us the grey blood, and it sustained us. We did not age
right anymore - we might just live forever, I thought. But it made us both a little sick in
the mind. My wife . . . my beautiful wife . . . she killed herself. When all your kind has
ever known is the life of just a span of decades, the mind has a

TERRIBLE TIME handling
I WEPT FOR DAYS. The

a life that is suddenly so much longer. She cut her own throat.

Wonderworker does great and terrible things. He keeps me in his heart, and I feel him always
in mine. But my beautiful wife . . . made so sick by a life that never ended under the spell
of the grey blood . . . I never forgave him for that, and that is why I kept you alive. But
now that I have what I wanted . . . 
At this, The Butcher moved with incredible speed and lunged across the table, seizing
the sick-looking Tor by the collar of his parka. He yanked the poor man wholly onto the
butcher block, face down, before Tor could even understand what was happening. A long
knife was suddenly in The Butcher's right hand.

He held down Tor's torso and slid him

along the table so that his head and neck dangled over the edge of the table above the tub,
and with a single stroke drew the knife in a wide arc across Tor's neck and slit his throat
from right jugular to left corotid. An incredible explosion of blood suddenly drained from
his ruptured body, and Tor stopped struggling almost before he had started. The sound of
the draining blood and the crackling re was all that was left in the room, before complete
and utter chaos descended.
Philip made a mad dash for the Grey Elves at the back of the room. They had short knives
drawn and were ready to oppose any of the prisoners trying to ee this massacre. Somehow,
the wounded and mute Wolfgang made it to the Elves before Philip could, dashing into their
bodies and trying to knock them out of the way. He hit one of them low enough to knock him
of his feet, but another watchman nearby got hold of Wolfgang and stabbed him through
the shoulder. Dodelson and Fast were trying to out-ank the Elves, but these watchmen had
seen combat before and they spread their ranks enough to block the two, but not enough to
let them penetrate into the hallway behind.
Philip, instead, turned and ran for the re. He needed a weapon or a distraction. He
heard the Butcher cackle behind him. You'll not go up that chimney, boy, before you're
cooked alive and your grease makes a smoke to ll the icy air outside.
Philip grabbed a poker and took a swing at the Butcher, who deftly dodged and passed
the long knife from one hand to the other.
screamed.

COME HERE, PIGGY, the ghoulish man
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A large bucket of water sat next to the replace.

Philip grabbed it and in one stroke

tossed the entire bucket into the re. A huge cloud of ash and steam billowed out of the
hearth, stinging everything it touched. The Butcher fell back as a hot fog lled the kitchen.
This was Philip's chance. He made for the place where the door had been, stumbling at full
speed through the terrible cloud. He bounced o somebody - Grey Elf or friend, he could
not say - and found himself at the very back of the room, by the opening to the kitchen,
clear of any foes. A wave of regret lled him - should he leave the others behind?
The sound of a knife piercing esh and a terrible scream shook him back to survival
mode again. He turned and ran. The others were on their own. If any one of them could
escape this massacre, that was all that mattered. Philip thought of Kim and Angie and ran
faster and harder. The tunnel grew dark as the re from the kitchen disappeared behind a
corner. There seemed to be no other watchmen in this hallway, but he wasn't really able to
see where he was going, either.
He was starting to pant harder as he kept moving, feeling along the walls as he tried to
run (and avoid running into anything). His hand suddenly left the wall and plunged into
emptiness . . . perhaps a hallway? He stepped to the right a few paces and still felt solid
ground, so he turned and started down that way instead. He felt it better to keep o the
same path, if he could, to make it harder for pursuers to nd him as easily. However, we
was painfully aware of the disadvantage he had at having no sight in these tunnels.
He moved more slowly now, trying to be more quiet than quick. He walked as fast has
he could manage, trying to catch his breath while also trying to feel his way through the
pitch black caves. He stopped when he heard a sound that wasn't from him. There was a
shuing noise nearby, as if someone were with him. He crouched, and tried to stay low and
keep out of sight - though, as far as he knew, there was no cover at all and he was completely
exposed.
For a moment, it seemed the sounds went away. He waited. There was no further noise.
He took a slow, deep breath and started to stand up. The minute he moved, he felt hands
grab him, a gag went into his mouth, and a sack went over his head.
somebody struck him between the eyes. He blacked out.

For good measure,

Chapter 6
The Garden Plot

Philip's eyes snapped open. He sensed he was lying on his back. He didn't dare to move.
For a long time, he lay there, trying to remain very still. His eyes darted around while his
mind fought to make sense of what little he was able to learn. The air smelled damp and
earthy, with a shy odor underlying the melange of scents.

It was humid .

.

.

almost

tropical. He was inside a structure. It appeared to be made from wood . . . thin planks,
maybe.

There were lots of gaps between the planks that made up the ceiling.

streaming in through the gaps.

Light was

Dust in the air could be seen suspended in the beams of
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light.
He tilted his head slightly to the right. He wasn't in a cell. He guessed he was in some
kind of very small shack or lean-to. For a moment, he was sure that he had awoken from a
dream or was in some new fever-dream, perhaps in a coma. He tilted his head to the left.
There was the same basic structure there - wooden planks for walls, thin gaps with light
passing through, and the humidity and smells. He also became aware that he was not the
only thing in this building; there were tools, lots of them, and what appeared to be barrels
and boxes lled with organic material. He decided that he was in a shed . . . a gardening
shed, by the looks of the tools. He was more and more confused.
Philip sat up. He realized, as he did so, that he was no longer wearing his red parka,
nor the eece layer underneath. He'd been left in his Carhartts, a tee shirt, and under all of
this his thermal underwear. He still had his boots. His head was throbbing, and he steadied
himself and rested his forehead on his right hand. There was a knot on his forehead. He
imagined he had quite a bruise there, too. He was trying to remember what had happened
before he blacked out . . .

. . . You'll not go up that chimney, boy, before you're cooked alive and your
grease makes a smoke to ll the icy air outside . . .
COME HERE, PIGGY.
A shudder rippled through him, followed by revulsion and dizziness. Were any of the others
left alive? Tor had been slaughtered like an animal. Wolfgang had been stabbed trying to
help Philip. Someone else had been stabbed and was screaming as Philip ed the kitchen.
He sat there for many minutes, waiting for his head to throb a little less before he tried
to stand. Finally, he rose to his feet (wobbling to and fro) and took a few, tenuous steps
toward what appeared to be a door. The door, made from the same planks as the walls and
ceiling, was slightly ajar. He leaned toward one of the cracks and looked through with one
eye, peering around to see what lay beyond. What he saw made him gasp.
A small eld of cotton stretched from the door outside the shed into the distance.
wasn't very big - maybe twenty meters on a side.

It

To the left, from a sloping rock wall,

streamed sunlight. The light warmed the whole chamber, and the cotton seemed very happy
indeed. The sunlight came from a large, many-paned glass window. It appeared to be held
together by a thick, wooden frame.

Beyond the glass window was the great blue sky of

Antarctica. In the middle distance were mountain peaks, and drifting snow blew over the
glass and disappeared down the slope below. It was as if Philip had awoken in some palace
atop the mountain, a beautiful and wonderful world unlike the subterranean nightmare that
he'd stumbled from in the dark.
He glanced around through the crack a few more times. He could only see the window,
and the light, and the cotton.

He stepped quietly to dierent sides of the shack, peering

through cracks. To the right, the eld stretched o toward a rock wall. The back of the shed
was almost ush with mountain stone, and to the left was an equal amount of cotton as on
the right. The shed appeared to be in the rear and center of the eld. The only way out was
the door.
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Philip carefully and gently pushed the door open wider.

It creaked a little on its old

hinges; Philip cringed. The noise was sure to attract the attention of anyone nearby . . .
but he guessed that The Butcher wasn't one of them, or he'd already be in a pie.
He poked out his head. There seemed to be no one in the eld. He took a cautious step
out of the shed. The room was hot and humid and still; there could be no breeze in this
mountain garden, only the sunlight and the smells of earth and sh.

He started to move

slowly through the eld, toward the opposite end of the small cave and what appeared to be
a short tunnel.
It was then that he heard voices. They were approaching from the tunnel. For a moment,
Philip thought to dive back into the shed - though was was sure he'd black out again from
doing so. What held him in place was what the voices were saying - they were speaking in
English, not Greek. It was still strangely accented English, but they were making a conscious
eort to speak it. I heard the door open - he's awake, said one voice.
Let's hope he's okay, said another.
Three Grey Elves appeared around the bend in the tunnel. They spied him immediately,
an oddly dressed, pink-skinned Androphus standing very still in the middle of a eld of
cotton. One of them chuckled. The others kept very serious looks on their faces. Don't run,
Androphus! We'll not hurt you. We saved you. Please don't run.
Philip held his place, but his instinct was to be ready for a ght. He didn't know what
he could do against three Grey Elves, even three who appeared (at least, by his own cultural
standards) to be farmers. They were very dirty and sweaty, wearing faded and somewhat
tattered clothes. Two of them carried what looked like a kind of hoe, and the other had some
small handtools for digging or scraping.

Their hair was longer than the hair he had seen

on Agenor or the Watchmen. One of them was also the very rst female he had seen since
he arrived in this odd place.

It seemed that Androphus and Grey Elves shared a distant

common heritage, and much as humans and apes had distinct male and female traits, humans
and Grey Elves appeared to share similar distinctions. Philip wondered how many females
there were in this place.
They stopped a few feet in front of him. What is your name, Androphus?
Philip.
I am Alexis, the woman said, and she gestured to her companions and said, This is
Lysandros, and Kallias.
Her male companions nodded. How did I get here, and where am I?
You are in the gardens, replied Kallias, and it is very unlikely that anyone will look
for you here any time soon. The gardens are quite separated from the rest of Red Haven, on
the side of the mountain that gets the most consistent sunlight through the year. They're
not likely to believe you made it up here on your own.
Are they likely to believe that I made it up here with your help? Philip asked, nervous
about just talking out in the open like this.
Alexis smiled. There is suspicion that . . . that there are some disobedient servants of
the Red Saint . . . but no one has pointed a nger at us yet, and with all the confusion and
anxiety you have created since yesterday, I don't think anyone is going to think of us right
now.
Philip nodded, but this only eased his nerves a little. Come, we can give you some food
and something to drink. It will help a bit with your discomfort.
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They led him down the corridor, around the bend, and into a another brightly lit chamber
adorned by a large glass window on one side. Here, there appeared to be a few varieties of
vegetable or fruit. At the other end was another tunnel that disappeared around a corner.
Before that, there was a wooden house.

It was modest, probably just big enough for the

three of them, and set against the back wall of this chamber, opposite the windows. Philip
imagined that this oered them a tremendous amount of light and heat in this humid, garden
cave. Is this where you grow all your food? Philip asked.
Indeed, said Kallias, we are a few of the several farmers in Red Haven.

We take it

upon ourselves to tend the gardens and mind the harvest. The gardens were the rst project
that the Red Saint had us undertake when we arrived here.

That was a desperate time.

We had been living o the sh and birds from the coast, and there were several among us
making sure the supply of food from those sources was steady. However, the Red Saint felt
it necessary to undertake something more self-sustaining inside Red Haven. We dug these
tunnels and installed the frames. It took more time to forge the glass, but there were several
among us who had long known the art of glass-making and crafted these panes . . . long,
long ago. It was not easy in this terrible, frozen wasteland. But, we are a resilient people.
The windows trap the heat of the sun in here, and we get a very good and temperate
climate for growing. The ships on which we arrived had much from our old lives, including
precious seeds of many plants. We protected those seeds with our lives, and began experimenting with soil and fertilization. We've found that a meal of sh works well to improve
the soil, and so we can coerce our seeds to grow. A long process of selecting the best and
fastest-growing plants has given to us a good selection of food . . . and even the plants you
saw, from which we can make a limited amount of clothing.
Cotton, Philip said.
Is that its name? Where we came from, in the old world, such plants produced fabrics
for only the most wealthy Androphus.

We are proud that we made it grow so well here,

serving our needs.
This is a very impressive place.
Thank you. You are very kind, Philip.
 . . . for an Androphus.
Yes, for an Androphus.
Philip exchanged a smile with Kallias. He started to feel a bit more at ease. The memory
of the terrible events in the kitchen were almost fading, replaced by a sense of longing for
home.

He assumed that, by now, McMurdo had long realized that they, too, had gone

missing. There would have been calls back to home, informing the families that the search
party had also not returned. He imagined Kim staying strong for Angie, but crying herself
to sleep, not knowing whether Philip was alive or dead. He wished there were a way to call
home and let her know he was alive . . . at least, for now.
Alexis, Kallias, and Lysandros led him inside the house. Its front room was a combined
kitchen and living area. Two bedrooms had doors to this space and sat at the back of the
house.

It was clear that they could be shut o from the perpetual light of the Antarctic

summer day, providing a good place to sleep. Do you all live here? Philip asked.
Yes, Kallias said, tidying the place a bit, Alexis and I are married. Lysandros is her
brother. Have you family?
I do. I have a wife and a daughter.
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Alexis gestured for Philip to sit at a small table near the front door. Before she served
him anything, she leaned down and looked him in the eyes. I have told you that you are
not being looked for here, but we cannot know the mind of the Red Saint and we certainly
cannot know the mind of Artamos . . . 
 . . . the Butcher . . .  Philip muttered, dark and distant.
Yes, the Butcher. We cannot know their minds. They may have set the Watchmen to
hunt all the corners of Red Haven for you. If they come here looking for you, run to the left
bedroom. Crawl under the bed. You will nd a trap door there; it opens down, under the
house. Climb down and close it behind you. It latches from either side. Remain very still
and very quiet. We will deal with our kin. Do not attempt to run.
Philip nodded. Now, she said brightly, can I interest you in food and drink? I promise
you that all of it comes exclusively from the garden.

The meal was excellent. It was small, but Philip understood that they must have to store
most of what they grow for the long, sunless winter, so he was happy with whatever fresh
food they could share with him now. They made for him a kind of tea from water heated
over a small candle made from a cotton wick steeped in what seemed to be sh oil or blubber.
The Grey Elves seemed to have become excellent survivors in this coastal, mountainous ice
desert.
His hosts were interested in rst learning what Philip knew of Red Haven. He explained
what Agenor had told them before they were brought to the Butcher. Alexis seemed surprised
that Agenor shared as much as he did. She seemed to le that piece of information away
for some later purpose. He explained the confrontation with the Butcher. He learned that
rumors had been spreading of Androphus captured and brought to the Butcher.

They

were unable to intervene in the death of the geologists, but the chaos that followed Philip's
encounter provided an opportunity to save one Androphus.

Philip wept when he learned

that his companions had all been killed.
After a long silence, it was Philip's turn to ask questions. He had noted that they always
referred to this place as Red Haven and not Haven, as the Butcher had done. He also
noted to them that they always called Nikólaos by his whispered nickname, 'The Red Saint,'
and not 'kir,' as others had done. Alexis and her companions exchanged glances. Indeed,
you see much, Philip, she said.
We are among a body of our kin who do not support the intentions of The Red Saint. We
do not respect him any longer as our greatest leader. Indeed, we have seen him sink steadily
into the depths of a great madness over the last centuries. His hatred now for Androphus is
greater than I have ever seen it, as you have setup camps here in the last place we had to
ourselves.
Kallias speaks well for all of us, Lysandros continued, for indeed we think of this as
a home that has been twisted to dark purposes, and its leader is not of his own mind any
longer. It is telling that, among all of us, The Butcher has the highest respect of The Red
Saint. Indeed, most of the day-to-day operations are in the hands of that madman. None of
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us have seen The Red Saint in many decades. It is said he walks Red Haven in the night,
secretly checking on his kin and quietly whispering to himself. Alexis, here, says that one
true night when she could not sleep she went to the window to look at the dormant gardens.
Moonlight streamed through the windows, and in the distance she saw the silouette of a
great, Grey Elf, staring through the window and seeming to speak to the stars.
Alexis seemed to shudder. If it was Nikólaos, our Wonderworker, he was unrecognizable.
We, all three of us, remember Nikólaos when he led us from the terror of the Byzantines to
this place. This was not that great man. This was a sick and mad man, speaking to the
moon or to himself.
Philip turned the conversation back to an earlier point that Kallias had made. You said
there were those among you and your kin no longer in support of Nikólaos.

What is it,

exactly, that you don't support?
The three of them again exchanged uncomfortable glances. Alexis was the rst to speak.
Many decades ago, Nikólaos learned from one of the Androphus we captured and tortured
of the terrible weapons of your race. He became obsessed with a dark plan, a plan to amass
a number of these weapons - either by designing them ourselves, commerce with those who
could, or outright theft.

Agenor was closer to him then, and was more freely associated

with the rest of us back then. He said that Nikólaos had made The Butcher a kind of secret
emissary to your people, and sent him into the world to learn of how to design or acquire
these weapons.
The man I met was in no shape to conduct business in the modern human world.
The man you met is deep in the throes of his withdrawal from the grey blood.
I beg your pardon?
You said that the Butcher spoke of the grey blood. It is the blood of our kin, and in this
case, specically the blood of Nikólaos. Every decade, The Butcher must feed on the fresh
blood of a Grey Elf. It sustains his life, slows the aging of his body. Too much, and he'll
be made sick to death. Too little, and it has no lasting eect. The terrible experiments on
our kind, conducted before our liberation from slavery, taught both us and the Androphus
how to balance the feeding. What no Androphus predicted then was the terrible toll on the
mind that a life longer than a century or more would take.
The Androphus mind cannot easily conceive of a life that passes so slowly, and it wears
on the brain to have so much time to pass. This led to the suicide of The Butcher's wife, as
he told you. Somehow, the Butcher himself has held on. But as the years pass, and as the
time of the next feeding approaches, his madness deepens. After the feeding, he is lucid and
sharp and wise for almost ve years. This begins to unravel in the next ve years, until he
becomes desperate for the feeding. It seems to us as a strange addiction, one both killing
and saving the man each time.
Any one of us would take pity on the man and let him die . . . but the Red Saint feeds
him and sustains him, and he is reborn into new madness.
The esh of Philips arms rose to goosebumps; never had immortality sounded so unappealing. So, you said that the Butcher was sent into the world to acquire weapons. What
weapons?
The three exchanged more uncomfortable glances.

Alexis was the rst to speak.

We

heard the stories of cities leveled by a mighty ball of re whose smoke rose to space itself. We
heard of whole nations of your kin with these terrible devices mounted on ying machines
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and forever aimed at each other's innocents.

It is said that The Red Saint laughed and

danced for days after hearing the news. It was then that the Red Saint devised a plan to
acquire as many of these as his could, and use them to nally undo your kind from the
World.
At rst, many of us believed that you would do it to yourselves.

But it seems that

a quiet has settled on your kin in the days since you rst pointed these machines at one
another. The Red Saint is said to feel that it is time to hasten your demise. He has most of
us all working now, day and night, preparing a number of these infernal devices for delivery
to various of your capital cities.

He knows he cannot kill you all.

But he thinks that by

sowing just enough blood and confusion, he might ignite a more terrible war amongst your
people and, in doing so, keep you o balance and uninterested in being on our only home.
Philip considered this. It's not an unreasonable plan, Alexis. There is enough fear and
suspicion amongst my people that if such weapons were to go o in capital cities, ngers
would be pointed . . . and none of them at Antarctica. He could, indeed, trigger a terrible
world war that kills many of my people. Certainly, the work that I do here in your land is
driven by the stability of our nations; in unstable times, there is no reason to send men and
women to the south pole to look at the sky and contemplate the beginning of the cosmos.
Is this what you do, Philip?
It is. I am a scientist. I study the sky to learn about the past. There is light up there,
he said, thumbing toward the sky, that comes to us from almost the beginning of time. I
look at it to learn what the cosmos was like then, so that we might better understand why
it is this way now.
That is beautiful.
Thank you.
Kallias intervened.

It is clear that Androphus did not come here to take our lands.

Your kin have all but forgotten about us. The myths that are told are beyond wrong and
inaccurate. The path the Red Saint has chosen for us is revealed even more clearly to be
madness.
All agreed. So, what do we do?
We start, Lysandros said, pointing a nger at Philip, by getting him out of Red Haven.
What we do in our land is no concern of his. He has family to return to, and no one will
believe this story if he tells it.
getting him killed?

The question is: how do we get him out of here without

The great door is closed, barred, and guarded.

The entrance to the

storehouses is also guarded. There are no other ways into or out of Red Haven.
They thought on this for a while.

Philip's mind drifted from escape to the designs of

the Red Saint. You say he has amassed a number of what we call 'atomic weapons' ? He
intends to use them to start wars.
Yes, indeed.
Where is he keeping these weapons?
We do not know.
How many of you - disloyal to the Red Saint - are there?
Not many - perhaps a dozen or so.
Philip considered this. A plan was forming in his mind. Perhaps we can solve both of
our problems, but it hinges on nding these weapons.
What it is you think we can do?
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I don't know what kind of atomic weapons the Red Saint might have obtained, but all
the hand-wringing over the past few decades amongst my people has been over what are
called 'small nukes' - the kind that could be packed in a bag or a large case and transported.
These might have been the easiest for the Butcher to lay hands on. In that case, these things
will be portable and likely easy to arm and disarm. If we can get one, we can threaten to
use it. This might cause enough distraction that you can get me out of this place, while at
the same time arming your cause.
Alexis, Lysandros, and Kallias considered this proposal. They didn't seem to nd it so
ludicrous as Philip felt, deep down, that it was. The Red Saint loves, above all, his kin. He
would let no harm come to us. We could use such a threat as leverage to broker some other
outcome to this situation. Certainly, there is little else that six of us could do against the
many loyal, especially the Watchmen.
They discussed this plot a bit more. There seemed to be no other viable options. Without
threat of violence or force, there was no way to draw Watchmen away from the Storehouse
while also protecting Philip's own life long enough to escape. There was a question left in
Philip's mind, one he had been hesitating to ask. He saved it for very last, when the others
seemed to have embraced the plan. The Red Saint may think this is a blu - that you won't
go so far as to detonate the stolen weapon and actually destroy Red Haven. Are all of you
willing to actually trigger the device? If not, there is no point to any of this - the plan will
fail.
There was silence for a long time, as each considered the question. Alexis was the rst to
speak. I would rather that Red Haven, which has been, until so recently, unknown to the
World, die in the res of its own madness than unmake the World just to keep itself apart.
Lysandros and Kallias agreed. Philip smiled as best he could, trying to prepare them
for the crux of his terrible, insane plan. Good . . . but the Red Saint will never believe
that you would do such a thing to your kin. He would, however, believe that an Androphus
would do it. It's crucial that I . . . that I make the threat, and that it seem like I am the
one making demands. I'll bargain for my release, and leave the bomb with you.
For the rst time, Alexis, Lysandros, and Kallias held a short discussion in Greek. There
didn't seem to be any disagreement - just discussion.

Alexis nally turned to Philip and

said, You are right, of course. Our kin won't believe us . . . but they will believe you. All
we have to do is nd the bombs.

Chapter 7
The Toy Factory

It was cold and cramped underneath the garden house, but despite his discomfort Philip
remained quiet and hidden while his rebel friends were away. Some hours into his seclusion,
he heard the approach of footsteps. A number of Grey Elves came to the front door of the
house and knocked repeatedly.

They called for Alexis, Lysandros, and Kallias.

one replied, they pounded on the door again.

When no

A few moments later, Philip heard Kallias

call out to the men. He guessed these were Watchmen, come to search the gardens. There
was a short exchange of words, and then Kallias let them into the house. They walked from
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room to room, opening closets and poking about. Philip was afraid they would start moving
beds, but they stopped short of that and soon after left the house. There was another short
exchange, and then the men walked away while Kallias went into the house.
After a few minutes of silence, Philip heard Kallias cross into the bedroom above his
head. In English, he said through the oor, Say nothing, do nothing. I sent the Watchmen
to inspect the shed in the cotton eld. They will return here shortly, then be on their way.
Phillip wrapped gently on the oor to signal his attention, and Kallias left the house
again. Sure enough many minutes later the footsteps of the Watchmen could be heard again,
passing in front of the house.

They never broke step, seemingly uninterested in anything

else in the gardens, and disappeared almost as quickly as they appeared. Philip remained
dutifully beneath the house.
Hours passed. Philip was becoming cold and miserable under the house. Doubt had crept
into his mind about the plan, too. In the back of his mind, he was worried that Alexis and
Lysandros had begun rethinking their allegience to the Androphus, and that his betrayal
may be at hand. He pushed away this doubt by reminding himself that Kallias could have
just handed him over to the Watchmen earlier, but seemed to go out of his way to draw
them away from the house (however gently).
He heard more footsteps approaching. Whomever it was called out in Greek. It sounded
like Alexis . . . but he wasn't certain. If she was calling out in Greek, it was probably to cast
o suspicion should anyone else be in earshot (why speak in English if no English-speakers
are to be found?). He heard Kallias's voice reply moments later, and soon he heard footsteps
above him. Kallias called through the oor, in English, Philip, you may come back into the
house. We have some news.

Alexis brewed him another cup of the tea to try to help him warm up and gather his
thoughts. What have you learned?
Much. I took a delivery of foods and supplies from the gardens into the

Agora, where you

were rst brought and jailed. That cavern is both the primary living area and marketplace.
I made deliveries and engaged many of my kin in casual conversation.
engaged in the work on the weapons, though not all directly.
cache of them is kept close to The Red Saint, in his

Oikos

Most of them are

I learned that the primary

- his home - which is set far from

the Agora and guarded by Agenor's most able Watchmen. However, one or two at a time,
the weapons are brought to a location in the Agora. That may be our opportunity.
Philip looked nervous. The reality of the plan was beginning to dawn on him. These are
terrible weapons, he said, in that they can do tremendous damage when they are armed,
but they can also do damage before they are armed. I don't know how much experience the
Butcher has with nuclear weapons, but the material in them is dangerous even when not
placed in a weapon. There is a chance that, if the weapons have been poorly built or badly
mishandled since they were brought here, we all might become quite sick after we handle
one of them. I need you all to be aware of this possibility.
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All of them seemed to be okay with this, though he wondered if they truly understood
how bad this could be. Of course, he also had no idea how Grey Elves might fare in intense
ionizing radiation, compared to a human. For all he knew, their biology was just dierent
enough to confer some kind of unique advantage, while he would be left sick and weak by
the exposure. He shook o this thought.
Do we know for sure that there is a weapon in the Agora?
No. It's a terrible risk, but I fear hiding you hear carries its own special risks as the
search for you gets more intense. There is much worry now in the Agora; my kin have seen
how many of the Watchmen go about now, searching house-to-house. There is talk about
what is happening. I've no doubt that word has reached all the way into the guarded halls of
the Red Saint. The Butcher is becoming desperate to control the situation. He's apparently
made threats to Agenor. For all the terrors of this madman, it is at least amusing that one
missing Androphus has completely confounded him.
They decided the best thing to do was to move ahead with the plan to lay hands on one
of the weapons. Lysandros fetched the barrow that they used to move food from the garden
to the Agora. They carefully laid Philip inside it and covered him with stacks of vegetables
and bags of cotton. Hiding him this way was the only means by which any of them could
think to get Philip into the heart of Red Haven, where he would be most needed and most
useful.
Lysandros opted to remain behind in the garden this time.

The three of them never

went into the Agora all at once, so it would avoid suspicion if it looked like they were taking
turns bringing produce to market. There was a moment of hesitation on Alexis's part, but
she lifted the wheelbarrow and started it rolling forward. Philip felt it bounce gently over
the smoothed but uneven cave oor. His largest concern was that one of the bags of cotton
or a bundle of vegetables would pop out while they were moving through a crowd of Grey
Elves and leave him terribly exposed, threatening all of their lives. But, after a minute he
sensed that keeping things in the wheelbarrow was a skill of theirs, and he started to feel
less concerned.
They rolled for a few minutes, the sounds of their footsteps and the squeak of the barrow's
front wheel echoing o the close walls of the tunnel. Philip sensed then a change in the sounds
outside of his hiding place. He started to hear voices, and more footsteps echoing in a much
larger space. There was a hum of activity . . . the bustle that Philip rst saw when they
were brought to Red Haven.

He was back in the heart of the Grey Elf community.

Fear

lled his heart.
Alexis started to weave the barrow around what must be the corners of buildings. She
was greeting others as she went, sounding quite happy and pleasant. Kallias was also making
small talk as he went. He had not been down here on the last run, and it sounded like many
of his kin were pleased to see him.
They turned another corner. Philip heard fewer voices now; they seemed to have gone
down a less-traveled route. He wondered where they were. He heard something fall on the
ground next to the wheelbarrow, and his stomach tightened.

A moment later, he heard

Kallias's voice quite close to his ear say in an English whisper, We are almost there.

I

dropped something so that I had to pick it up and we could talk. In a few moments, we'll
round a corner behind the place where the weapons should be stored. You will be unloaded
from the cart, and I will take the goods to market.

You and Alexis will try to secure a
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weapon. Once you have it . . . start making threats.

Assuming I even know how to re o one of the damn things,

Philip thought to himself.

Out loud, he said, Okay.
They continued their journey for another few seconds or so, and rounded one more corner.
Suddenly all the goods on top of Philip were lifted aside and Alexis grabbed him under the
shoulders, lifting him in one clean stroke out of the wheelbarrow. She placed him standing
with his back to the building adjacent to them. Kallias had replaced everything in the cart,
including a bag of cotton he'd been carrying (and had apparently dropped a few moments
ago). He spun around very quickly and disappeared around the corner of the building. Alexis
and Philip were left alone.
The cave was beginning to darken.

Philip sensed that the unique paint was fading to

night above their heads. This might provide them with a little cover while they gured out
their next step. It also meant that the busy work day in Red Haven was coming to a close,
so there would be fewer Grey Elves on the streets.
He glanced around to get a sense of their surroundings. They were in an alley behind
a long, wooden building. The other side of the alley was the cave wall. Philip glanced up
to see if there was any of that ledge (where they had entered the cave from the Storehouse)
above his head, but it seemed to be uneven rock all the way up. Based on what he recalled
of the layout of the place from their arrival, this meant that they were on the far side of the
Agora from where he and the search team entered it. That ledge had wrapped high above
and around a fair part of the cave, and it was nowhere to be seen in the fading light.
He turned to look at the building.

It was made from old wood, much as the other

structures in Red Haven. This one was better crafted than others he had seen; it seemed
some care had gone into making this building, long ago. It was a tall building, with a sloped
roof that jutted out above their heads just a little. It ran for thirty meters or so beyond
where Alexis was standing, and behind him ended just a few feet away at the corner they
had turned before Kallias dumped him here and went about his business.
It will take Kallias another quarter of an hour or so to complete his deliveries. I am sure
he will slow himself a little by being sociable, but it would be out-of-place if he were not.
We have only a little time to conclude our own business.
Tell me about this building.
Alexis glanced about furtively and seemed to be listening carefully for any sound of
approaching kin.

When she was satised they had at least a few moments of solitude,

she replied, This was once the storehouse, before the maze of tunnels we now call 'the
Storehouse' was built. It's now a shop, host to our best craftsmen . . . what you might
think of as those highly skilled in the art of making technology . . . 
 . . . 'engineers' . . . 
 .

.

.

yes, as you say, 'engineers.'

These are our most adept, our most learned, our

best with turning the dreams of the mind into the work of the hands. It is they who have
been entrusted most closely with learning to adapt and prepare the weapons . . . or so the
rumors say. There are not many of us in Red Haven - only about 150 of my kin live here so even under the strictest of silence, secrets have a way of moving about.
Philip smiled. In his small hometown, no illicit aair, no unwanted pregnancy, no petty
theft, no family secret, remained silent for long. He felt a kinship to the Grey Elves . . .
they and Androphus were incorrigibly sociable beings, it seemed. Tell me more.
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There is an alley entrance, back here, down along the wall.
deliveries were made to the old storehouse.

Once, this was where

It leads to a small room where parcels could

be dropped or placed for pickup and delivery. I believe this entrance to be accessible, still,
though I do not know what will lie on the other side. That small room, may be lled for
storage, or sealed o entirely from the rest of the building. There is a main workshop in the
center of the building. If the weapons are to be found anywhere outside the

Oikos

of the

Red Saint, that is our best chance.
Philip nodded. Let's get this over with.
They proceeded down the alley until they came to a heavy door set into the back of the
building. Alexis glanced around again, then pressed one ear to the door. I hear voices, she
said, but they sound very far from the other side of this door. I suggest we try it.
Yes, agreed.
She pushed on the door, and without much fanfare it moved inward. After opening a
gap no bigger than a foot or so, it stopped. Alexis pushed her head into the opening. It was
dark on the other side, but Philip knew that their sight was a lot better than his in low-light
conditions. He waited nervously. There is a whole mess of stu blocking the door. But no
one is inside. We can enter.
She pushed through the opening and disappeared into the room beyond. Philip slipped
through the doorway less easily, but made it without too much of a struggle.

They were

inside the old storehouse.
Philip could see nothing. There wasn't a light to be had, and the light from outside the
door was almost gone. He could hear Alexis moving about in the room. He didn't dare take
a step, for fear of tripping over something and making a tremendous noise. His heart started
to pound. The depth of their situation was beginning to dawn on him . . . standing in the
dark, in near silence, was not good for his nerves.
A moment later, he heard Alexis whisper from close by, There is a path, and a door.
This has been recently used, I think . . . it looks like everything stored in here has been
stacked carefully to allow access to the main areas of the building, so we have to be careful.
They may come to store something here while we are moving about.
Okay. I can't see. What do I do?
Alexis took his hand. I will lead, you will follow. Step slowly and carefully.
I can do that.
She tugged on his hand and he started in the direction she pulled. He took small steps,
feeling his way in the air before putting a foot down. After a few moments, they stopped.
We are at the door. Wait here.
He heard her push on the door.

This one also moved quietly.

A little light streamed

through from the opening. It was faint - not close by, but somewhere close enough to leak
into this part of the old storehouse. Philip could see now what was around him. Stacked
from oor to ceiling were barrels and sacks and other various storage devices. It was unclear
whether the barrels were full or not, and the sacks were in various states of full, half-full, or
empty and folded neatly. Scattered throughout, especially close to the door, were things that
Philip did not expect to see in an ancient mountain stronghold: modern metal-and-plastic
cases for transporting large equipment, shipping pallets clearly made for moving stacks of
goods by ship or other means, and various suitcases of diering ages and sizes. It was clear
that someone had been traveling into the world of men and then coming back, bringing
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things with them as they did so. The history of their travel was written in these out-of-place
items in the storeroom.
Alexis was on the move again, and Philip's attention went back to their plan. He followed
her closely. She turned to the right in a hallway just outside the storeroom entrance. Philip
glanced left, saw only a dead end, and followed Alexis. Oil lamps lit their way, hung from
hooks in the walls every ten feet or so. They crept along the corridor until they came to the
rst lamp, just across from another door that led deeper into the building. Alexis pressed
her ear to it and listened patiently. Philip heard nothing.
She motioned to him to come closer.

If there was anyone here before, when we rst

entered, I don't hear them now. They may be gone, or they may just be working quietly.
Stay here while I try to have a look.
She pressed very slowly against the door, and it began to move. Silently, she eased her
face through the small opening and pushed further.

Philip waited while she had a look

around. A few moments later she reappeared entirely in the corridor. I see no one. I think
they may have left for the night. This is the main workshop. There are windows on the front
side of the building, but they have been covered with a heavy sack cloth. I will bet the door
is guarded from the street. We must be exceedingly quiet. I have good hearing, but so do
my kin. They will be on edge, and if they sense anyone inside this place we will be found.
Philip nodded. He dared not say anything. She gestured for him to follow. She pushed
the door open just enough for them to enter without knocking or bumping anything. They
crept low into the room. It was lit by a solitary oil lamp on a table to the left of the main
door, which sat closed at this hour. Alexis paused once as they crept, listening very intently,
but shook her head and gestured to Philip that it was okay to continue. When she seemed
totally satised that they were alone, she stood up. In a very low whisper, almost inaudible
to Philip, she said, Look around. See if there are any of these weapons here.
Philip wasn't entirely sure he knew what to look for. He had a kind of cartoon, spy-movie
image of what a suitcase nuke would look like, but he confessed loudly to himself that he
had no actual idea what to expect. He just hoped that something would stand out as very
odd in the land of Red Haven, something no Grey Elf could have made for themselves.
His eyes were rst drawn to something quite odd, however. Above the door where they
had entered the workshop hung a long banner. It was tacked or nailed to the wall above
the door, and written in what appeared to be blood was a large series of Greek letters. Big,
bloody handprints marked the beginning and end of the banner. Philip tapped Alexis on
the shoulder to draw her attention to this oddity. She gasped a little when she saw it, and
muttered something in Greek to herself. Philip dared not say anything - he was certain he
would whisper too loudly and draw attention from any Watchmen standing outside. He tried
to gesture with his face the phrase,

what does it say?

Alexis blinked a few times and looked uncomfortable, but she eventually responded in
that near-silent whisper,  Ergostásio

paichnidion

- 'toy factory' . . . written in the blood of

your kin, I suspect.
A fresh shudder coarsed through Philip. He pictured, quite suddenly, a comic scene of
tiny Grey Elves in green velvet suits and cute little caps hammering away at a large atomic
bomb in the back of a sleigh. In his mind, a demonic version of Santa Claus oversaw the
work, laughing a jolly Ho Ho Ho! every now and then while his little elves tinkered at his
nuclear surprise. It was horric.
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He shook away the image and turned his attention back to the shop. He was particularly
interested in the table bearing the oil lamp, as he suspected any place where work had to be
done would be well-lit. He stepped lightly over toward this table and as he grew closer, he
realized that he was staring at something that t the prole of oddity for this place.
The tabletop was littered with small metal tools, clearly taken from modern human
workshops, as well as batteries. Batteries of all kinds and sizes littered the tabletop. There
were many rolls of tape of various kinds. In the center of all of this was a backpack - not a
small one, but quite a hefty-looking pack. It was almost cylindrical, resting vertically on the
tabletop, wrapped in thick straps and at on one side where (Philip presumed) the human
back would go to carry the contraption. It was a faded, gunmetal grey. Written in red on
one side were a series of Cyrillic letters, something quite strange in a world of ancient Greek
(though, there was a tting linguistic continuum to be found in this fact).
Philip approached the backpack. He motioned to Alexis to follow him. The pack was
closed, but appeared to have a lid on the top. Philip gestured for Alexis to help him lift the
backpack onto the oor, so he could have a look. It was heavy, maybe fty or sixty pounds
- not too heavy to carry, but heavy enough to feel like an overloaded suitcase. They set it
carefully on the oor. Alexis retrieved the oil lamp from the table, and glanced around again
as she did so.
Philip had a look at the backpack and realized that the lid could be opened by releasing
a series of thick buckles. He started to do so, very quietly and carefully. When all of them
were loosed, he lifted the lid, which ipped back on strap hinges toward where the human
back would be located. Inside the backpack appeared to be a dormant numerical display,
below which was a keypad (as from an old touchtone phone). To the right of this was a large
switch, covered in a thick, clear, plastic shield. Below that was a key lock from which a set
of keys was sticking out. Everything was labeled, but all the labels were in Cyrillic. This
was a Russian-made backpack nuke.
I don't speak this language, Philip said as quietly as he could.
Alexis looked at the letters closely. This is based on Greek letters. It is Russian, is it
not? The Watchmen captured several Russians - we learned their language before they were
killed.
Your people have strange hobbies.
What can I say - my kin may be bloodthirsty when it comes to your kin, but there is
this need to learn all we can before painting their blood around the main gate of Red Haven
. . . 
She tried a smile to set Philip more at ease, but realized this would not work and instead
focused on the words. She pointed to the key. It seems to have two positions. This one, she
gestured at the top setting, is something like 'equip' or 'arm,' while this other one, where
the key is set, is something like 'dismantle' or 'unarm' or . . . 
 . . . 'disarm. '
Yes.
Philip was beginning to have a sense of how this probably worked. Turning the key from
disarm to arm would power it, assuming it had any batteries in it. The keypad was likely
for entering a code to unlock the nal ring sequence. Likely there was a countdown, which
they would need to set to zero or almost zero. The switch was to re. It would trigger the
detonation sequence.
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He was sweating, and a little nauseous.

The reality of what they intended to do was

soaking all the way to Philip's core, and he realized that if he made one mistake he was

The good news, he thought to
is that if I screw up it's only to the benet of everyone

likely to kill himself and everyone else with this weapon.
himself to try to reassure his mind,

else on the planet.
Small comfort that was.
Do we arm it?
Yes, but not here.

Philip very quietly explained what he suspected would happen next. Alexis nodded. He
tried to assure her that no harm would come to anyone unless somebody ipped that switch.
He suggested they move the weapon to the back store room, where they were less likely to
be heard. She agreed.
They carefully and quietly carried the heavy backpack to the rear of the building. Alexis
left the oil lamp on the table, in case anyone poked their head in to see if things were basically
in order. She procured a lamp from the hallway outside the storeroom, and they continued
their work in the back of the factory.
I am going to turn the key, Philip said, as if to convince himself this was a good idea.
He gently rotated the key and it clicked softly into the armed position. When he did
this, the display lighted up in Cyrillic characters,

êîä.

What does it say?

Alexis stared at it for a few moments. It says something like 'code' or 'key. '
Okay, this is where we have to enter a code to unlock the nal arming sequence. We
cannot use this weapon unless we know this code. How are we going to gure out the code
they used to lock the controls?
Alexis considered this question for a moment. She had a thought. I suspect I know the
code. The Red Saint is nothing if not a vengeful romantic,. He will have ordered the code
to all be the same for the devices, something memorable and meaningful. To what does the
Red Saint owe all his hatred of your kin?
The murder of his wife by Alexander.
Indeed, Alexis said, a darkness in her voice (Philip imagined that she was turning a
far less-pleasant shade of gray), and so what number would you choose for arming these
devices?
The calendar date of her murder.
Exactly. How many numbers will the machine accept?
Philip looked at the display. It appeared to be only a four-digit code. Four numbers.
Then it will be the year of her death. We all know it well.
Alexis looked at the key pad and thought for a moment. She pressed a sequence of four
numbers:

3-1-5-7.

Philip had not considered what calendar they might use; he kept his

question to himself.
The weapon armed.
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Alexis and Philip stared at the bomb for what seemed like an eternity, but which was
probably only a couple of minutes. Even when Philip had worked on neutrino physics, so
long ago, he only ever got a tour of the nuclear reactor where he conducted his research. He
never handled ssile material, let alone all the hardware required to turn it into a raging
reball. He wasn't sure what Alexis was thinking, though she seemed to be experiencing a
mix of terror and wonder . . . like a child seeing re for the rst time. This all seemed like
too much responsibility for a scientist and a farmer.
We should be ready to go when Kallias returns. Is this device ready?
Philip looked at the display. It appeared to show a countdown now. It was set to ten
minutes. He pressed number keys and set it to just 10 seconds - enough time to change one's
mind should the situation change. Okay, it's ready. If anyone presses that switch while this
is armed, in ten seconds everyone will be dead.
I am comforted and terried.
They waited by the back door. Alexis peeked out every few seconds. Finally, she signaled
to Philip - Kallias had returned. Philip pulled the backpack onto his shoulders, grunted, and
followed her out the door. They met Kallias at the corner where they had rst parted ways.
Did you nd it? Is that it?
Yes, Kallias.

It's armed.

Be very careful with this pack.

There is a switch, under a

piece of what looks like glass . . . if you press it now, in ten seconds this device will re and
everyone dies.
A grim look came over Kallias. He nodded. What do we do next?
Philip hadn't really considered this question; he had been so convinced that they would
fail to nd or arm a bomb that he hadn't considered what they would actually do with
it.

Alexis, however, seemed to have thought through this part.

It's simple, really.

You

want out, Philip, so let's march up to the guardhouse at the entrance to the Storehouse and
demand that you be let out.

They walked through the streets of the Agora of Red Haven, with Alexis in the lead
and Kallias taking up the rear. Philip was sandwiched between them, the backpack nuke
strapped to his back. Oil lamps hung on the corners of buildings, casting a faint but pleasant
light into the streets. As they walked, Philip glanced from side to side and every now and
then he spotted a cluster of Grey Elves standing in a side street. He was sure thta some
were Watchmen, though no one had given them chase.
It was only a few minutes before they approached the guardhouse.

Oil lamps burned

brightly here, lighting the front of the building and also the entrance to the staircase that
led up to the ledge. Two Watchmen blocked the road to the guardhouse; they stiened and
drew their weapons as Alexis approached.
They called to Alexis in Greek. She responded, sounding threatening. There was a pause.
When the Watchmen didn't reply, she made an insistent statement to them; the only word
that Philip caught was  Agenor.
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One of the Watchmen turned and ran into the guardhouse. A few moments later, Agenor
emerged. He approached Alexis, and as he did so she stepped to the side and revealed Philip,
standing behind her, wearing a nuclear weapon. Agenor froze.
Well, I see why we haven't been able to nd the little pig running around Haven. You've
been keeping him fed and hidden.
You will let us pass into the Storehouse, Agenor. We wish to return the Androphus to
his kin. Then we will return with this, she gestured at the backpack bomb, and discuss
the plans of the Wonderworker.
Agenor's eyes narrowed. I will not be pushed around.
Philip stepped forward. The nuke gave him courage in the face of Agenor. This is a
portable nuclear weapon. It is capable of reducing a community of a quarter-million human
beings to dust. In this space, the pressure wave will pop and cook all of you like grapes in
the sun. You and your . . . Wonderworker . . . will never know what happened, and no
one will ever know you were even here. All of the hate and the plotting and the revenge will
come to nothing. You will burn and remain forgotten.
To emphasize his point, Philip swung the backpack from his shoulders - perhaps a little
harder than he would have liked - and placed it on the ground. He ipped the top open and
popped open the plastic cover on the ring switch.
They all stood there for a moment, in silence and the dance of the ickering lamplight.
Agenor's eyes were ice. He drew his long knife from his belt. Philip put his nger directly
on the button. I don't think this was ever designed to stop counting down once it starts,
Agenor.
 HE

IS RIGHT,

came the sing-song voice of the Butcher behind them.

Kallias turned to see the madman standing in the road behind them, anked by two
more Watchmen. The terrible Russian man from whom I secured that little toy was very
insistent on the fact that once it starts counting, it counts all the way down. So back o,
Agenor.
Agenor sheathed his knife. Well, Philip Jeries, we have ourselves quite a little game,
here.
Alexis remained facing Agenor, while Kallias faced The Butcher. Philip was caught in
between. All I want is to be allowed to leave. Alexis and Kallias will escort me to the breach
in the back of the Storehouse, and I will leave the bomb with them. You can all sort out
your problems on your own after that; I want no more of this.
The Butcher glared at Philip, but remained where he was standing. You will never leave
her, Philip Jeries. You know about our toys . . . you probably know what we are planning,
thanks to these . . .

traitors.

I cannot let you leave here.

Well, then, we have a problem, Butcher. I intend to leave here, or to make sure that
none of you ever cause trouble in the world. So, we have a problem.
A problem

INDEED.

It was Agenor who spoke next.

What does it matter, Supervisor?

What can one

Androphus do now to threaten our plans from the outside? No one will believe his story.
It's clear the world has forgotten us. He should go, and we can nish what we started.
Philip will leave the bomb with us, and we will have a long discussion about exactly
what we are and are not doing, Agenor, said Alexis.
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GOES ANYWHERE! 

the Butcher cried, drawing two long and serraded

knives from his belt.
Agenor's men pressed forward, with Agenor close behind and drawing his own knife again.
The Butcher advanced with his Watchmen. Alexis and Kallias, weaponless, both backed into
Philip to put a little more distance between them and their assailants.
It was clear that this was going badly. Philip made the decision. He closed his eyes for
a second, and he drew in a deep breath, before he resigned to press the button.
A sudden lightness came over his mind . . . a wave of euphoria. For a moment, Philip
was in his own body; in the next, he watched himself, almost detached, turn the key from
armed to disarmed and stand up and away from the bomb.
His mind screamed,

What is going on?!

Another voice appeared from the road behind the Butcher. All motion stopped - nobody
dared to move. The voice that now stalled their actions was softer, and calmer, than any
voice Philip had heard so far. It seemed to lull him into a strange state below lethargy. He
could no longer move his arms. More to the point, he didn't

want

to move his arms. He

wanted to stand and listen to the voice.
I want everyone to stand exactly where they are.
amongst my kin . . . especially my

I am troubled to see such ghting

most beloved.

All Philip could see was a man - a tall, Grey Elf - silhouetted in lamplight.

Shadows

danced on his body, but his features were imperceptable. He moved no further. Instead, he
raised his hands, calling for calm from all of them in both English and Greek (at least, it
felt to Philip like he was calling for calm in Greek as well . . . if he had asked for Philip's
throat to be slit, it is not as if he had any power to stop what was about to happen).
The Grey Elf with the soothing voice paused for a moment. He seemed to be considering
this situation. Philip was crouched by the backpack nuke, frozen in a state of total calm,
his hands now hanging limply by his sides. Alexis and Kallias were both facing the shadowy
Grey Elf. Agenor and his Watchmen stood in silence, their weapons all at their sides. Even
the Butcher was frozen - he even seemed that he might be crying a little.
Well, isn't this an interesting development. An Androphus comes into our Haven and
steals one of our little toys and threatens to wipe us all out - including himself. Then he
actually decides to do it. What a

wonder

he wished to work.

Tell me, Androphus, would you like to work more wonders?

more wonders for me? 

Would you like to work
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Philip had very little memory of what happened next. Recollections came in ashes, and
seemingly long after the event itself occurred. He walked through the streets of Red Haven,
many meters behind the shadowy Grey Elf but far ahead of the others. Somewhere, he heard
jingling . . . like sleigh bells in the dark. Then he was in a long tunnel that wound away
from the Agora. He was standing in a brightly lit courtyard, atop a low ight of stairs that
led, on all sides of the courtyard, down into its center. Tall stones, like columns, circled the
courtyard. The icker of bright lamplight played on the walls, the stairs, the stones.
Philip's vision faded to black. Was he asleep or just blind? His body did not feel like
it was his own anymore. There was a soft, pleasant thing inside his mind with him. It was
like a velvety snake, slithering between one thought and the next, slowing all of them down.
In his ears, he heard what seemed like distant, mued, soft Christmas carols. It was as if
he were listening to a choir singing in another building, mued by walls and uy snow.
There was music and wordless voices - words with no form, no enunciation. He smelled sweet
things - puddings and cookies and cakes . . .

AM I IN HIS KITCHEN AGAIN?
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. . . and peppermint striped candy canes. This all seemed to be a ploy to calm him, to set
him at ease, lest he scream and writhe and claw and spit. There was a part of his mind,
so distant now, that was trying to wriggle free . . . but all his present and conscious mind
knew were the smells of a warm kitchen on Christmas Eve and the sounds of an immemorable
Christmas carol being sung somewhere close by.

Philip was awake again. His eyes darted around, trying to get information as quickly as
it could before the dreams came again. He was standing. His clothes were not his own. He
appeared to be in clothing more akin to that of the Grey Elves.

It seemed to have been

hastily tailored for his size. He was in the courtyard again . . . the one from his dreams.
Its features were far more clear to him now. Indeed, it was a rectangular, sunken space with
tiers, like stairs, descending from the sides, front, and back down into the center. On the
sunken oor of the space were arranged a series of eight thin, tall rocks. They resembled
columns, though they were far shorter and clearly quarried from the mountain itself.
A number of large oil lamps lit the space. As in Philip's strange dreams, shadows danced
on the walls that ringed the courtyard. He stood at one end of the rectangle. At the other
end was a tall, stone chair.

It was exquisitely crafted, and seemed to have been ornately

painted with a variety of strange dyes, making a beautiful but irregular rainbow. Watchmen
ringed the courtyard; the two closest to Philip were just a few feet away. Unarmed, Philip
dared not make sudden moves that might alert them.
In the very center of the courtyard, in the middle of the sunken oor, was a large, long,
at stone. Lamplight danced across its speckled, grey surface. There appeared to be chains
crumpled in heaps on the oor around the stone. A chill ran up Philip's spine. He felt the
dread of a man who suddenly senses his fate is near.
A sound entered the space. It was the sound of slow footsteps. They seemed to come
from the end of the courtyard containing the chair, but they echoed o the many surfaces of
this space. With every other step, there was a jingling (jingle

bells ) .

. . like Philip imagined

sleigh bells might sound, but far softer.
A Grey Elf appeared from the shadows behind the stone chair, his form revealed by the
light from the lamps in the courtyard. He was tall . . . perhaps the tallest Grey Elf Philip
had yet seen.

His hair was a mix of grey and gold, the skin around his eyes and mouth

were beginning to wrinkle with age, and his cheeks and jaw were covered in a scrub of facial
hair.

His eyes reected the light, appearing like twin cinders in a great, grey statue.

He

was dressed in strange clothes. He wore a long-sleeved cotton undershirt, clearly hand-made
from the cotton they grew in this place. However, over that he wore what Philip could only
think to describe as a leather jerkin . . . a sleeveless, heavy, old leather vest that covered
his entire torso but left his arms exposed. The vest was stained a deep, deep red . . . it
appeared to have been soaked in either a dark dye or human blood. He wore heavy cotton
pants, and a pair of very old leather boots that were frayed from constant repair. Around his
waist was a thick belt, probably also leather, and hanging from his left side was the source
of the jingling. This appeared to be a small, leather pouch, tied closed with a bit of leather
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or rope woven through the mouth of the bag like a drawstring. This was axed to his belt.
Whatever was in the pouch jingled softly in rhythm with his steps.
It was him. It was their

kir.

It was Nikólaos the Wonderworker. It was the Red Saint.

Philip Jeries.
Philip stiened at the sound of his name. He felt his mind detach from his body a little
bit again.

There was a strange music in his ears, like a string section warming up their

instruments before a symphony. Philip Jeries, welcome to Haven. I think you know whom
I am, but let me make a proper introduction. I was known to the ancient world as
You may call me

'kir.'

Nikólaos.

The children of Haven have another name for me . . . a name born

out of fear, and not out of the love their parents know for me. You shall never call me by
this name. One day, I will teach those children respect. You are a fully grown adult, for
your kind . . . I expect you to learn this lesson more quickly.
Philip nodded, though he didn't mean to.
Excellent. I am glad we have an understanding. If you respect me, you will come to
know my love. If you work wonders for me, I might let you live forever. Would you like to
live forever?
Again, Philip nodded. He didn't want to. He had seen the madness of The Butcher. He
did not wish to be consumed by such madness.
Good. Let us work a wonder together, you and I. Doing so requires small steps, and this
time I will hold your hand. We will work this wonder together.
The Red Saint sat upon the great stone chair. He clapped his hands together three times
and leaned back in the seat. His eyes narrowed. There was a sound of terror, a scream that
came from one of the rooms that appeared to be connected to this courtyard. Two Watchmen
appeared from a doorway, dragging with them the thrashing body of The Butcher. He was
making quite a fuss.

More Watchmen appeared by the stone.

of The Butcher and started to lock chains around them.

They all seized the limbs

Once unfurled, Philip could see

that the chains all ran through metal rings anchored in the oor. With a tug, the chains
were drawn tight and stretched The Butcher's body perfectly straight, his arms pulled back
above his head and his feed pulled together at the other end. All he could do was wriggle
his middle; his ends were quite xed in place.
The Butcher was crying and whimpering. The Red Saint leaned forward in his seat and
uttered soft sounds intended to shush the man, like a father comforting his crying infant
son. After a moment, The Butcher ceased his writhing and screaming and fell to a quiet
sniing. Philip sensed that whatever power the Red Saint had over him, he also held over
the Butcher . . . perhaps even more so, after century-upon-century of servitude to the grey
blood and his

kir.

Something else was happening in Philip's mind as well . . . something that didn't strike
him at rst but did so much later. What happened next all happened in Greek . . . Philip
was sure of this later.

But in his mind, he understood only English.

The Red Saint was

doing something to his mind . . . something wonderful.
The Red Saint leaned backward in his chair. Tell me, my favored, what you have done.
The Butcher considered the request. I . . . I do not understand.
Tell me what you have done.
There was a long silence. Finally, the Red Saint rose from his chair and took a few steps
forward, gently descending the few stairs as he approached the stone. Tell me . . . tell me
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how Androphus found their way into our Haven.
The Butcher understood, and he babbled a rambling confession. He explained how the
test ring of two of the

toys

had cracked the mountain at the back of the Storehouse. He told

of the Watchmen patrolling the Storehouse nding a group of Androphus in a hallway, and
how they were arrested and swiftly brought to him by Agenor. He told of the disagreement
that he and Agenor had about whether or not to tell their

kir

of the existence of these

humans. In a combined t of rage and fear - rage with Agenor, and fear of his

kir

- he'd slit

the throats of the men before asking them any questions. Then, in panic, he'd butchered
them and baked them into meat pies before anyone else could gure out what happened.
The Watchmen involved were threatened into silence.
Then more Androphus came. The rest of the story, Philip knew (perhaps, though, not
from the view of the madman himself ). The Red Saint listened patiently to all of this; he
never blinked, never smiled or frowned, never shifted his body weight, never changed his
expression or posture in any way. He was a statue - a tall, imposing, grey statue - listening
intently to his favored speak a confession.
 . . . and this one escaped?

was all the Red Saint asked when the Butcher had no

more to tell.
Yes . . . yes, my kir.
This Androphus outwitted my favored and ed into the tunnels, to be captured and
protected by our misguided kin?
Yes.
And how did he do that?
The Butcher considered this question. He retold the part where Philip cast water on the
re and made steam to fog the kitchen and mask his escape. The Red Saint shook his head
in disapproval. You misunderstand, my favored . . . how did any of that happen in the
rst place?
I don't . . . I . . . I am not sure I . . . 
 BECAUSE

YOU HAVE GROWN WEAK. BECAUSE YOU HAVE GROWN DUMB,

growled the Red Saint.
The Butcher went pale. The Red Saint was no longer the tall, wisened, patient creature
he had rst been.

A kind of glaze had washed over his eyes - his pupils had widened

considerably. His mouth was twisted in a scowl. He had gritted his teeth. There was real
anger boiling behind a face that seemed more a mask than something physically attached to
his skull.
This one is clever, the Red Saint said, pointing down the length of the courtyard at
Philip, this one is smart. This one outwitted my favored, my blood-fed, my loyal

PET.

You and I have worked so many wonders, and your legacy will be the blood and re that
our kind rains down on the Androphus when we set o all our little toys. But you will not
see it. You will not see the burning of children and the roasting of fathers and mothers and
brothers and sisters and husbands and wives. When I rst found you, hiding those butchered
children packed in barrels in the storehouse of your kitchen, I knew that we would work so
many miracles together. We would separate Androphus from their short lives . . . one, by
one, by one. We would murder in the night, drain families of their blood, and free our kin
from their long bondage. And we did all that, didn't we?
Yes, kir.
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And when I sent you into their world to seek out these delightful toys, to nd ways to
bargain and buy and steal, you did so. You went amongst them as ship's cook, as a nobody,
and you tracked down all their loose little toys .

.

.

all those little bags and boxes that

people had forgotten as governments and states collapsed. That was a wonder.
It was, kir.
And you came back to me, my blood-fed.

You were always hungry to lengthen your

existence and still the madness in your mind.

And always I could send you back again

afterward. And always you came back with such wonderful things.
I did, kir.
The Red Saint leaned down and laid his hand on the Butcher's forehead, mopping away
some of the sweat and gently petting him . . . soothing him. In a loud whisper he uttered
his last words to the Butcher, But now it is time for you to sleep, for I have a new pet, and
together Philip Jeries and I will work new wonders in a world at war.
Terror came over the Butcher. He started to scream and writhe again. The Red Saint
took no notice of this. He reached down to the jingling pouch at his belt, loosened its mouth,
and gently withdrew two coins.

Philip could see, even from this distance, how thin their

edges were on one side. They had been sharpened almost to razor blades. He held one in
each hand, pinched between his thumb, index, and middle ngers. Slowly, methodically, he
walked the length of the stone to the Butcher's feet.
The Butcher stretched at his bonds even harder now, but it was to nothing; the chains
held fast and kept his body stretched and his arms and legs pulled taut.

The Red Saint

nodded to two Watchmen nearby, who hurriedly jogged over and removed the Butcher's
shoes and tattered socks. The Watchmen then pressed their bodies over the Butcher's legs,
pinning them mly in place even while the rest of him squirmed and he screamed.
The Red Saint turned his head and locked his eyes on Philip. Join me in this wonder,
Philip.
Unable to resist, with the Red Saint's words echoing in his mind, he walked down the
stairs and stood beside his kir. The Red Saint handed him one of the sharpened coins, saying
only, Do as I do.
In complete silence, and without a moment of hesitation, the Red Saint drew back his
left hand and stabbed his coin deeply into the Butcher's right foot. With a sharp twist he
jerked open the fresh wound and then yanked the coin back out. The Butcher shrieked . . .
it was so high and so ll with pain that Philip had to shield his ears against it.
Without hesitation, but not wanting to do any of this, Philip repeated the same motion
and stabbed the Butcher deep in the same spot on his other foot.

Blood spattered onto

Philip's hand. With a terrible jerk, feeling muscle and esh tearing under the force, Philip
tore open the wound and yanked out the coin, taking a step back as he did so. He didn't
know it, but all of this he did with his teeth gritted, a sneer on his lips, and a terrible
darkness in his eyes. The Red Saint looked on with pride.
A great stream of blood poured from the Butcher's feet, pulsing with the man's heartbeat.
They had cut so deeply through the foot that they had clearly opened up veins or arteries
(or both). The screaming of the Butcher turned into a tired mumble as vital blood drained
from his body.

In a few minutes, he was silent, having blacked out from blood loss.

His

body was completely still. To Philip, he seemed utterly dead. This brought a strange sense
of relief, mixed with deep terror and a terrible guilt.
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The Red Saint dipped his hands into the pool of blood and smeared it down the front
of his leather vest. His hands were now stained a deep and terrible red. He turned to face
Philip again.
And now, Philip Jeries . . . let's talk with your friends.

Kallias and Lysandros were pushed to their knees at the foot of the long stone, while
Alexis was stretched upon it. Her feet lay in some of the Butcher's blood, pooled at the end
of the rock. She did not scream. She did not writhe. She was perfectly calm and perfectly
still. The Red Saint sat in his chair again, leaning back and relaxed. That madness that
had ultimately drained the blood from the feet of his favored was gone. It was replaced with
something resembling sadness or pity or disappointment.
Tell me what you have done.
Alexis did not hesitate. I did what you made us do. I do love you, my kir, as I love my
brother and as I love my husband; but we all know what you plan to do to the Androphus,
and some of us are horried at this kind of murder.
This is not murder, Alexis.
What would you call it, then, my kir?
Revenge, pure and simple.
There was silence in the courtyard. Philip remained perfectly still (whether by his own
will or the will of the Red Saint, he could no longer tell). You have nothing to say to this,
Alexis?
There is nothing that can be said. You would kill millions of Androphus to avenge a
death they don't even remember any more.
I remember it.
The Red Saint rose from the chair and moved slowly down toward the stone. I remember
every moment. I remember the hubris of Alexander. I remember his delight in the victory
over Thrace. I remember the smell of a thousand corpses at Thebes. I felt nothing for the
streets full of dead, because all I cared about was freedom - freedom from Alexander and his
legions.
The Red Saint was shouting now.
spoke about Alexander. He made a

There was nothing of the control left in him as he

PROMISE !

He made an

OATH !

He promised me the

life and the freedom of my beloved in return for the weapons and the skills of my people!
And yet when Thebes lay dead before him, he moved a single nger and in a stroke the
blood of my love poured out on the agstones of some street whose name I cannot remember.
I remember only

anger,

and

misery,

and the feeling of my heart in my throat. When next I

awoke, I was in chains on my way to be sold into slavery.
And you question my revenge.
I questions your methods, kir.
The Red Saint growled.

My methods.

My methods.

They are the methods of the

Androphus. Our methods are their methods. Backpacks and boxes full of strange materials
that can lay a city to waste, and whose mere presence kills by emanations unseen by the
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eye. We did not make these things. THEY made these things. I am showing them what it
means to make re and then play with it.
Alexis considered this for a moment, and then mustered a simple question. How many
dead Androphus will slake your thirst for vengeance?
The Red Saint had a simple answer. All of them.
So this will never be done.
I cannot say. But I do know this: soon I will work a great wonder. There will be re,
and fear, and blame, and revenge, and death. It will be on a scale that the world has never
known. Androphus will slay Androphus, never knowing why. It is their way - I will merely
feed their desire to kill one another. As Alexander used our weapons to raze Thebes to the
ground, now I will use theirs to raze them all into the dust.
The Red Saint laid his hands on Alexis's head. I knew you when you were a child. I
watched you fall in love with Kallias. I granted your union. You and I have known many
joys, Alexis, in a life that was once nothing but misery and servitude.
Why would you betray me for this Androphus?
Because where once my kir was great and freed our people from the chains of the Greeks;
where once my kir led us on two ships to the bottom of the world; where once my kir ordered
a great Haven built in a mountain, far from the eyes and hands of the terrible Androphus . .
. now he does not walk among us any more, except in secret. Now my kir makes his favorite
a brutal madman who butchers children and cooks them into pies. Now my kir paints the
great entrance hall to Haven in the blood of captured, tortured, and slain Androphus . . .
whose only crime was to wander where they should not. Now my kir makes terrible toys,
to be delivered in secret. Now my kir is lord over a forgotten race, whose only mark on the
world will be to burn it. My kir has turned Haven into a Red Haven and himself into a Red
Saint.
I had no choice but to turn to the enemy.
The Red Saint gritted his teeth and gripped Alexis's skull with great force. She let out
a small squeal for the rst time. He leaned down close to her right ear and hissed loudly,
And so you turn to they who

killed

my wife and plot to kill all of us? Traitor.

He pulled two coins from his pouch.

TRAITOR !

One of them was covered in the blood of the

Butcher, while the other was shiny and razor sharp. He strode down the length of the stone
and nodded to his Watchmen, who removed her shoes and socks and pinned her feet down
to the stone.
I will not kill you, Alexis. The life of an Androphus is cheap and disposable, but the life
of my kin is rare and precious. However, I can make your life

UNBEARABLE.

He sliced down the bottoms of her feet in furious, random directions; these were not deep
cuts, but they bled terribly and, when walked upon, would mean unspeakable pain. When
he was done, her feet oozed blood down the stone, mingling with the thick, coagulated blood
of the Butcher. Tears poured from her eyes, but she made no sounds.
I am sorry for you, my kir, was all she said.
The Red Saint stepped back from his handiwork, much as Philip imagined a painter
might step back and admire his progress on a fresh canvas. He turned to the Watchmen and
said, Take her to the

gynaikonitis

to rest for a bit, and lightly bind her wounds. When she

has stopped bleeding, set her to work alone in the gardens. There is a harvest to continue.
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Let her wounds reopen under her labor, then rebind them and let her recover. Repeat this
until she cannot stand any longer.
Turning to Kallias and Lysandros, he said only, Have Agenor lock these two away. Alexis
will complete the harvest by herself. If she makes too little progress today, beat these two.
Do this every day until she completes the harvest.
The Watchmen nodded soundlessly and unchained Alexis, carrying her away out a door
behind Philip. Kallias and Lysandros were led away a few moments later. As they passed
Philip, Kallias said, We are sorry, Philip.
Philip wanted to reply, but could not. A wave of euphoria crashed over his mind again,
and his jaw slackened. He could form no words. His ears rang once more with distant songs,
and he smelled cinnamon and blackberries and ginger. He started to crumple in a terrible
fall and crashed to his knees, where his body stiened again. When his vision cleared, the
Red Saint was standing just a few feet away at the bottom of the sunken courtyard. On his
knees, Philip was almost at eye level with the terrible Grey Elf.
Philip Jeries .

.

.

we have so much to do.

Tell me of your life before you came to

Haven.
Philip didn't want to answer, but his mind was not his own.

I live in a city called

'Pasadena.' I teach. I have a wife named 'Kim' and a daughter named 'Angie.' 
Do you love them?
Very much.
How much?
They mean everything to me.
The Red Saint smiled. It was an awful, wicked smile. The violence of his bared teeth
was matched by a cunning in his eyes.
I can bend your mind, Philip Jeries, but I need to bend your heart as well. It takes
work to bend a heart. I promise you this: if you serve me, unquestioningly and loyally, I will
spare your family from the re of my toys. I cannot save them from what happens next, but
I can at least give you hope . . .

hope

. . . that they have survived. But if you will not

serve me . . . if you cannot do what needs to be done now with a smile on your face and
joy in your heart . . . then I will make sure that one of these toys is personally delivered
straight to your house.
 AND

THEY WILL SURELY BURN.

Philip swallowed hard.

His mind was soft but his heart was hard.

He felt hate, and

loathing, and spite. But he also felt cornered.
I see the conict in your mind. It is written on your face. I can make you walk right
up to the door of your home, lay that backpack on the ground, kiss your wife and hug your
daughter, and trigger the explosion that ends their lives . . . and yours. Would you like me
to do that? Would you like me to walk you right up to your beloved wife and daughter and
turn them to ash?
There was terrible pain in Philip's mind. The Red Saint was twisting him into knots. It
was only later that Philip realized that, at this point in the exchange, he was doubled over
on the oor of the courtyard and weeping.
Will you serve me, Philip Jeries? Will you work wonders with me?
Philip felt his heart break. I will. I will serve you. I will work wonders with you.
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The Red Saint seemed pleased. You are strong, Philip Jeries. When my favored broke,
it was fast. You lasted easily twice as long as him. Though, and here he ashed his terrible
smile again, neither of you were very impressive.

When Philip awoke, he was laying in a bed. It was dark except for the ickering of a tiny
oil lamp left burning a short distance away. He sat upright. He had slept . . . it felt like
some time had passed, but with no memory of how he got here he could not be sure how
long.
In the faint light from the lamp, he tried to gure out his new surroundings. He was in
a small room. The bed was a simple wooden frame with a lumpy, feather-stued mattress
(feathers poked out here and there and a few of them drifted along the oor in air disturbed
by Philip's movements).

A thin, low table sat on the wall opposite the bed.

It held the

small lamp. Other than these two items, there was little else in the room. A wooden pole
had been wedged between the wall next to the bed and the wall next to the table, making
a kind of clothes rack. Draped over the pole were a few shirts, slightly tattered, and a few
pairs of pants. A pair of shoes, like those the Grey Elves appeared to wear, sat by the door
to the bedroom.
Philip looked down at himself. He was still wearing that hastily tailored outt, like those
of the Grey Elves, that he had been dressed in during the events in the courtyard. His clothes
smelled awful. He had sweated through them several times over now, and having not had a
bath in what must be days, he couldn't stand his own odor any more. Flecks of dried blood
were on his pants and right sleeve. He decided to change into the clothes hanging from the
pole. Even if they were also soiled, anything had to be better than what he was wearing.
Dressed and feeling a bit better, he picked up the lamp by a small metal ring on one side
and gently carried it in front of him as he explored the space further. There was only one
way into the bedroom: a thin, wooden door that was completely closed. He imagined that,
just on the other side, were Watchmen keeping him prisoner. He slowly opened the door,
so as not to seem a threat to whomever was waiting for him. There was no one in the next
room.
The door from the bedroom led into a slightly larger room that seemed to serve as a
dining room or a room for entertaining. It was capable of holding no more than four people.
There was a larger wooden table (larger than the one in the bedroom) and four simple chairs.
A few books were stacked on the table. He reached for the stack and set the books side-byside to see if he recognized anything. One of them was titled in Greek, and indeed all the
text inside was printed in Greek. This book was the oldest looking one on the table. The
other two books were in Cyrillic; Philip guessed they were Russian. He couldn't tell what
they were about, either.
His attention turned from the books to the only other door in the room. This one was
slightly ajar, and an orange light poured through from the other side. It danced and ickered
on the wall opposite the opening, as from a great re. Slowly, Philip stepped to the door
and looked out.
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He was looking into the Butcher's kitchen.

Philip sat at the table for a long time. He was wrestling with his new situation. In the
span of what seemed like only a day or two, he had gone from a scientist with a canceled
project to the replacement for a madman's favorite butcher. Once, he was threatened with
being cooked alive in the kitchen next door; now it was the kitchen to his apartment. Once
he was in control of his own mind; now there was always, somewhere in there, a sense of an

other

waiting to seize the controls.

He was deep in the throes of a terrible panic attack. His heart was racing and his palms
were clammy. For a while, he thought he might throw up, but he kept that under control.
He kept picturing Kim and Angie, waiting by the phone for news about him, when suddenly
the doorbell rings. Angie runs to it screaming, DADDY! DADDY!
The door opens. There stands the Red Saint, a present in his hand. He smiles his wicked
smile, and leans down to the terried little Angie. Hello, child, he says to her, comically
bent over so far that he is eye-to-eye with the little girl.
Then a ash. In a moment so brief that the brain cannot even comprehend it before it
is done, Angie's esh and bones are vaporized as a great reball spreads over Pasadena and
becomes the seed of a great war between nations.
Philip wept.

The Red Saint was still in his mind, feeding him images of the terrible

things that would happen if he continued to falter in his service. He wiped away tears and
struggled to nd some strength. Smile on my face, he muttered to himself.
 JOY

IN YOUR HEART,

said a voice in his mind.

He rose from the table. It was time to begin his service to his kir. This feeling was strong
in his mind and his heart. He pushed open the door to the kitchen.
A great re roared in the hearth. Philip looked to the counter in the center of the room,
the one where

. . . he held down Tor's torso and slid him along the table so that his head
and neck dangled over the edge of the table above the tub, and with a single stroke
drew the knife in a wide arc across Tor's neck and slit his throat from right jugular
to left corotid . . .
Philip retched. He tried to breathe deeply and shake the image from his mind.
Are you okay?
Philip was startled by the voice. He looked toward the entrance to the kitchen. There
stood Captain Agenor and a pair of Watchmen, waiting by the door to the tunnels beyond
the kitchen where Philip had once stumbled in the dark, desperate and lost.
I . . . I am better, Captain.
Agenor looked skeptical. We shall see. Are you ready to serve my kir?
Our kir.
Yes, our kir.
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I am, Captain.
Good, Agenor said, gesturing for Philip to follow him out of the kitchen, because there
is a lot of work to be done and our kir wishes you to begin immediately.

Chapter 9
The Work

Be . . . more . . . careful.
Philip was eyeing a heavy case being jostled by two of the Watchmen. They were delicate
about carrying it into the Toy Factory until they reached the door. Unable to pass through
with the case at the same time, they clumsily turned and tried to back it through the door.
They bumped the case against the door frame twice while doing this. Philip's heart leaped
into his throat as he imagined accidentally jostling the ssile material into criticality.
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Stop it, said the rational part of his mind, even you know that it takes more than a bump
or a jostle to set o something like this . . . otherwise, they never would have survived
shipping in a cargo hold all the way to McMurdo Station.
Do we have The Butcher's notes on this one?
One of the Watchmen handed him a stack of papers covered in careful handwriting.
It was hard for Philip to imagine The Butcher as a meticulous note-taker, systematically
documenting each of his nuclear purchases from the seller. He imagined there must be a vast
dierence between a near-immortal madman just after his feeding and just before his next
one.
These are in Greek. Translate for me.
Philip had been assigned by Agenor a Grey Elf uent in

Eglezika

so that he could explain

the notes to Philip. Each weapon had problems. The Grey Elves, with little expertise in
electronics, had struggled for years to get many of them to actually even power on.

The

notes taken by The Butcher during his time in the World explained the problems the seller
had described with each weapon. These had been purchased on the black market, each one
representing the legacy of the collapse of the Soviet Union or the ambitions of new, small
nuclear powers. Most of them were simply non-functional due to the aging of their parts.
Simple repairs seemed to be all that were needed, and Philip's expertise in building and
operating physics experiments would be a tremendous asset to the cause of the Grey Elves.
The Red Saint was no fool - he knew exactly what skills were needed in his most favored.
Philip listened carefully to his aide. Not all the words in Greek translated cleanly into

Eglezika.

Philip struggled with making sense of some of the literal readings of his assistant.

 . . . 'wire' . . . I think The Butcher there meant 'wire' . . . no, that doesn't make
sense . . . perhaps he means, 'solder joint.' I think we have a weak solder joint on the blue
wire running into the timer. Let's have a look.
Together, they opened the case by freeing two large latches on the front. The lid swung
open with a small creak, revealing a device sitting in a crumbling foam cushion. The foam
had been custom cut to t the contour of the device, but that had perhaps been 20 years
ago. This was cheap foam, and it had aged and dried and cracked. Some of it was now a
powder, caking up cracks and niches in the weapon. Much of it still held its form, but Philip
knew it would all have to be removed and replaced.
We'll have to ask Captain Agenor to plan another raid on McMurdo. We're going to
need packing foam to keep this thing in place. We'll add it to the list of things we need to
make these like new again.
His aide nodded and went back to a sheet of paper sitting on the workbench. He scribbled
a few notes in Greek and then returned to Philip's side. Together, they cleared all the ruined
foam packing out of the crate and when enough was removed they gently lifted the nuclear
weapon out of the box and laid it on the workshop oor. Philip blew the remaining foam
dust o the device and then moved around it, inspecting its outside carefully.
I see what appears to be an access panel on this side. Let's open it and have a look.
His aide handed him the appropriate screwdriver (no doubt pilfered from some shop at
McMurdo or a toolkit on a cargo ship where The Butcher had once been a cook). He gingerly
removed the four screws and pulled away the panel. Revealed to Philip was a series of wires
and circuit boards and a big plastic case that probably contained the battery packs.

He

found a blue wire which, indeed, had broken away from its solder joint on one of the boards.
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Okay, the notes seem to track. We need to remove the batteries from this in case they are
still live . . . anyway, we'll have to replace them. They're bound to fail anyway if we don't
replace them. Looks like they just unsnap from the electronics.
He pinched and tugged a connector and the battery pack was disconnected from the rest
of the device. It was screwed into place inside the device, so he loosened it and removed it
entirely. His aide set it aside and took careful notes about what they had done, especially
what was removed and what now needed to be replaced.
Philip retrieved an old battery-powered soldering iron from the back of the workbench
and grabbed a spool of rosen-core solder. He inspected the solder joint, then heated it an
used the tip of another screwdriver to wick away the old solder. With some deft snips and
tugs with a pair of scissors, he trimmed and re-stripped the end of the blue wire. A moment
later, he had soldered it back into place and (as far as the notes were concerned) it was ready
to be tested. He gestured to his aide to return the battery pack. Philip touched his tongue
to the exposed ends of the connectors.
 Shit!

Fuck! 

The battery pack still had some juice. His tonque was on re and his mouth tasted like
copper or blood. They are still good enough. Let's try this.
He reconnected the pack and then looked back at the top of the device. It was similar
to the backpack device - a key to arm or disarm, a keypad for unlocking the device, and the
physically protected ring button. It was as if every single portable nuke designer had seen
the same bad action movie.
Philip turned the key. The keypad display lit up, though it was a bit faint. I think this
just needs new batteries, but we're probably ready to put it in storage. Finish the notes,
and we can take this to Captain Agenor.
His aide nodded, scribbled a few things, and then spoke to the Watchmen by the door
about leaving to see Agenor. They also nodded and gestured for Philip to follow.

Red Haven was a bustle of activity again. Most people appeared to be engaged in normal,
day-to-day activities. There was a food market in the center of the Agora, where foods from
the Gardens and derived goods were distributed. Except for the coins in The Red Saint's
deadly purse, he had not seen money change hands in Red Haven. The Grey Elves running
the market just appeared to understand what their kin needed and what they didn't need.
Some negotiating appeared to be ongoing, but it was all in Greek and Philip was lost as to
what they could be discussing (if not a price).
Eyes fell on Philip as he passed. Some conversations halted. The Grey Elves here seemed
uncomfortable with the idea of a new Androphus in their midst, though in most eyes Philip
thought he saw something like relief accompanying their suspicion. These Elves hated him,
but not in the same way that they had hated The Butcher.

There's a new butcher in town,

he thought to himself in his best Hollywood cowboy

accent. If the idea had not been so rooted in something awful, it would have almost been
funny.
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Various other Grey Elves that they passed were engaged in a variety of civic activities,
from repairing houses or other buildings to cleaning the streets. The sounds of all the activity
echoed o the cavern ceiling, creating an almost city-like din of white noise that made the
place seem far busier and far more populated than it actually was.
They turned down the street that led to the guardhouse and, ultimately, into the Storehouse.

As always, twin Watchmen stood facing into the Agora, blocking the way up the

stairs. Philip's escorts banged on the guardhouse door, and a few moments later Captain
Agenor appeared. Well, Philip, glad to see you. How goes the work?
Well. I've completed checks on a second weapon. This one was much easier than the
rst.

Nonetheless, we'll need parts from McMurdo - specically, we'll need soft foam in

which to pack the weapon.
Foam?
Philip's aide exchanged some words with Agenor in Greek.

Ah, good.

Yes, we can

organize a raid and see that the . . . the foam is acquired. It wil be many weeks before we
can do that, however - sunset is still not for quite some time. You may want to check the
storerooms at the back of the Toy Factory . . . we have so much stolen equipment back
there, you might just nd what you need.
I will do that.
What else is on your list?
The aide produced his notes and Agenor reviewed them. I see that you will need batteries
. . . for sure, you can check the back of the Toy Factory for those. The Butcher made sure
to bring back as much as he could carry every time, in anticipation of needing them. We've
quite a supply back there. Dig around.
Philip nodded. Is that all?
That is all, Captain.
Good. You seem to be tting into your new role nicely.
Yes, and I have an aide and two Watchmen to make sure I don't try to detonate any of
the weapons once they are working.
Well, we have been sure to only assign to you the ones that never worked anyway . . .
and change the ring code, though that decision did not please our

kir.

Indeed.
Agenor's skin darkened. Nonetheless, this is good progress for today. The Watchmen
will bring you back to your house. We'll begin again tomorrow. It will be dark soon.
Philip smiled and turned to leave, with his escort in tow.

They returned through the

market - now less noisy and busy - in the fading light of the Agora. Instead of turning to go
back to the Toy Factory, they cut through the middle of the cavern and across to the other
side, where a tunnel led into the mountain again, branching in various places to the Gardens
or to some lesser Storehouses and the kitchen and apartment of The Butcher.
His aide and his Watchmen walked him all the way to the kitchen, where the aide parted
ways and returned to the Agora while the Watchmen kept their backs to the tunnel and
their faces to the kitchen. Philip wasn't going anywhere (unless he went up the chimney).
Some of the Grey Elves had been kind enough to make sure his kitchen was stocked
with some things from the Gardens, so he made himself a small dinner and then retired
to his apartment. Since the death of The Butcher, one of the Grey Elves had taken over
kitchen duty and was prepping and delivering meals during the day. He was grateful that
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kir )

hadn't expected him to pick up this duty, as he was an atrocious

He smiled at the thought that what he couldn't accomplish with a nuke, he might

have accomplished with a goulash.
In silence, Philip ate his dinner. It wasn't much, but it was enough to keep him alive.
That's what the Red Saint wanted - to keep him alive long enough to make many of the
bombs work. He'd been here for over a week, he guessed - though, with the strange cycle of
light and dark in the Agora and the fact that the sunlight streaming into the Gardens never
ended, it was impossible to tell how much solar time had actually passed. Philip's clock was
now running according to the rhythms of the strange bioluminescent paint in the Agora, and
he had begun measuring time by that. He reckoned that, in solar days, it had to have been
about a week.
At rst, it was in his mind to try to resist the thrall of the Red Saint. He would get his
hands on another nuke and end this business. But his mind echoed with the sensations put
there by his kir: fear at the threat to his wife and daughter, strange memories of smells,
sights, and sounds he could not be sure were real or imagined, and the horrors of his initial
capitivity. These sensations, and the strange softness and lethargy that overcame him when
he thought of betrayal, kept him pacied. His mind could not turn to malfeasance - it would
not admit such thoughts.
Philip wept. He pushed his empty plate away and wept. He cried at the thought of the
horrors he was enabling. He cried at the thought of what would happen to Kim and Angie.
He cried at the thought of the death of Wolfgang, and Dodelson, and Fast, and poor, poor
Tor. He had it in his mind to ask to visit the Red Gate and pay his respects to his dead
friends and all the dead that preceded them.

If any part of them was left somewhere, it

would be smeared above and around the great entrance to Red Haven.
He wiped the tears from his face and the snot from his nose. He was tired. He knew that
the work would continue the next day, and the day after that, until enough of the weapons
were in working order to do the damage imagined by the Red Saint. In Philip's mind, only
two of these weapons needed to work . . . enough to make it look to the world like something
coordinated had happened. Then the nger-pointing would begin. War would follow . . .
terrible, all out, nuclear war.

Philip awoke the next day refreshed, and looking forward to his work.

The terrible

thoughts from the night before had passed. He lit an oil lamp and went into the kitchen to
scrounge some breakfast before heading into the Toy Factory to see about batteries, foam,
and any new broken weapons that the Red Saint saw t to send his way.
Agenor was waiting for him in the kitchen. He was seated by the butcher block, leaning
over a plate of cooked greens and some dried sh. Good morning, Philip. How was your
rest?
Good, Captain. It was good. I take it the night was uneventful?
When only my kin are involved, the nights are usually pleasant and quiet. It is outsiders
who make trouble.
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Indeed.
Philip scooped some of the cooked greens from a pot by the re and pulled a strip of

Elf jerky and mountain greens,
the breakfast of lunatics!

dried sh from barrel.

Philip thought to himself.

Yes, sir,

Philip smiled. He was sure he was losing his mind.
What's the joke?
Oh, Philip stuttered, Nothing . . . just remembered a dream I had.
Agenor seemed displeased, but made no more of it. Our kir has seen t to send another
weapon your way. I doubt this one will be as easy as yesterday's. It will be brought to the
Toy Factory in an hour or so, so eat up and prepare yourself for the work. You may have
time to nd those batteries and that . . . foam . . . before it arrives. Then we can clear
out the other one and put it in storage before you get to work on the new one.
Sounds good.
The two ate in silence for a few minutes. It was Agenor, oddly, who ended the quiet.
Ever get a question stuck in your head?
Come again?
What do you mean?
Oh, sorry, it's an expression . . . I didn't understand the question. Or, more to the
point, I wasn't expecting that question from you.
Agenor actually smiled. I'll ask again. Ever get a question stuck in your head?
Sure, lots of times. My life was questions before . . . before coming here. I haven't
given any of them much thought since the work started.
Silence passed between them again. So . . . have you had a question stuck in your head,
Agenor?
Indeed, yes. It's been a real bother to me.
Maybe I can help.
Maybe.
So . . . what's the question?
I've always wondered how much rock we removed from this mountain to make our home.
Some of the caves were natural . . . already here when we arrived and discovered them. But
we have taken away more of the mountain since then. I wonder how much we removed?
Philip found this a strange question, indeed, but no stranger than some of the questions
his professors would ask him in class when he was a student.

Have you thought of an

answer?
Haven't the time, Philip . . . I am too busy being Captain of the Watch.
Surely.
Nonetheless, how this question has stuck in my mind for . . . well, for a very long time,
I suppose.
Philip nished his last piece of dried sh. Well, Captain, sadly I haven't time to sort
our your rock problem, because I have problems of my own. Well, more to the point, our kir
has problems; thus, I have problems.
Agenor seemed displeased that Philip took no interest in his question.

Even Philip

recognized that this was the rst friendly moment that had passed between them since he'd
been captured. Yet, he'd dismissed it. That was unlike a physicist - to dismiss an interesting
question.
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Look, I didn't mean to be rude, Captain. It's just that . . . I don't think I can give
anything but the work my attention, lest I rouse the anger of our kir. You, of all of your
kin, should appreciate that.
Indeed I do. Nonetheless, it is a curious question.

Philip wiped the sweat from this brow. This one was in terrible shape. If the Butcher
had paid any money for this, it was a waste. The wiring harness was shredded - it looked
like rodents had been at this, wherever it had been stored when the Butcher acquired it. It
smelled of feces and urine. The exposed metal on one of the circuit boards was corroded. The
battery pack had exploded, coating everything nearby in a wet chemicals that had reacted
to now leave a dry, crystalline powder caked on metal, on plastic, on circuit boards, and
probably on the compartment holding the ssile material.

Philip was anxious just being

near this thing.
Well? his aide asked.
This one is probably a lost cause.
His aide looked at him curiously. I mean I am not sure this can ever be xed, except
maybe by the people that built it . . . and I would guess they are very old or dead by now.
That's not an acceptable answer.
I know. I know.
Their

kir

would not approve of giving up so easily. Philip felt a wave of euphoria and

detachment wash over his mind. The Red Saint was in there again, making sure there was .
. .

. . . JOY IN YOUR HEART . . .
. . . joy in his heart. Philip put a smile on his face. His aide didn't like the suddenness of
the smile. What is the matter?
Nothing. All is well. Let's see if we can disassemble this and clean out the rat poop and
battery corrosion. We can also inspect the compartment that, I presume, actually hold the
ssile material for damage. If this thing is cracked or breached in any way, we need to get it
as far away from Haven as possible. The material could leak and contaminate food or water,
or just get on things and irradiate everyone.

Our top priority is to assess the structural

soundness of the ssile material storage casing.
They worked to remove all the screws holding various panels in place and disassembled
the outer casing of the weapon. This exposed the wiring and electronics. The smell of urine
and feces was awful. Philip called for some rags, hot water, and a bar of their very caustic
soap. Together, he and his aide careful scrubbed the exposed surfaces, looking for cracks or
holes in the inner casement holding the ssile material. Philip seemed satised that nothing
had breached it.

They nished cleaning, dissipating a great deal of the rodent odor, and

then got to work trying to put back together the puzzle that was the wiring.
They worked like this for hours, meticulously replacing all the bad wires and reconstructing the original harness. At least, Philip hoped that's what they were doing. His aide was
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extremely careful in all his documentation, making sketches and keeping detailed notes about
what wires they pulled, where they had appeared to be connected before they were chewed
away, and other salient information. It was a painstaking process.
Philip's mind drifted during the work. Whenever it did, he could feel himself begin to
detach from his body - the

other

mind was in there, pushing him back on task. He found

himself wondering how the Red Saint managed this little trick. Was it drugs? Had he been
drugged at some point, unable to recall when or where it happened? Was it something like
telepathy?

Could the other Grey Elves do this too?

questions, he always felt the

other

As his mind wandered o on these

mind pushing him back on task. He wasn't allowed to

defocus or be distracted. His eyes would snap back to the work, carefully attending to where
the wire was being stripped and how it was being grouped back into the harness. The Red
Saint might not understand these weapons, but he understood that it was important to have
the right tool to x them. Philip was that tool.
The day wore on. Philip sensed that it was getting closer to night in Red Haven. He
was tired. He hadn't eaten lunch; he'd merely forgotten about it and neglected to ask his
Watchmen to send for food. He was yawning. His aide was still poring over his notes, making
sure that everything new went into the right place and connected to the right things. He
corrected some of Philip's choices, and commented on how tired Philip was looking. Perhaps
it would be good to take a break . . .

. . . YOU MUST COMPLETE THE WORK. FOCUS ON THE WORK.
YOU CAN EAT AND SLEEP SOON . . .
. . . but, then again, perhaps not. His mind began to drift. He decided to try to drift into

What was that question Agenor was stuck on? he asked himself.
Oh yes, he thought, it was: 'How much rock did they remove when they tunneled out Red
Haven?'
The other mind was on him almost immediately.

a dierent topic.

BACK TO WORK.
To answer this
question, we need to assume a few basic pieces of information: we need to assume the volume
of Red Haven, the material that makes up the typical rock in the mountain, the atoms present
in that material, their masses, and the density of the material. I can't look it up and I can't
recall a lot of things about rock, so I'll have to estimate it as I go. I don't know shit about
rocks . . . what's a quick way to estimate the density of typical rock?
Philip started to refocus but then got caught on the details of the question.

Philip pondered this for a second, taking a moment to focus on his work on the wire

Oh, yeah, I know the mass of the Earth and I know the
radius of the Earth. If I treat the Earth like a sphere and divide its mass by its volume,
I should be able to get something approximating the 'typical' density of rock, assuming the
Earth is mostly made from minerals.
harness. Then it dawned on him.

His aide could see he was distracted. Everything okay?
Philip came back into the foreground for a moment. Oh, yes, everything is okay. I'm
just . . . I'm just trying to stay focused on this while thinking a few steps ahead to what
we need to do tomorrow.
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His aide nodded and returned to comparing his notes and drawing to the repair work
Philip was doing. Philip returned to his exercise.

Okay, so the mass of the Earth is about six-times-ten-to-the-twenty-four kilograms, give
or take, and the average radius is about 6400 kilometers, give or take. So if I do the math .
. .
Philip did the cube of the radius in his head, then multiplied by pi and the fraction,
four-thirds, to get the volume. He then divided the mass by this number. He wasn't quick
with math, but he could hold numbers in his head pretty well while he did the computations.
 . . . fty-ve hundred kilograms per cubic meter . . .  he muttered.
What was that?
Philip didn't realize at rst that he had said anything out loud. He stopped his work for
a moment and looked at his aide. Sorry, didn't mean to distract you. Just an interesting
number, that's all. Back to work.
His aide smiled and returned to his notes. Philip returned to the assembly of the wires in
the harness, checking his solder connections on the circuit board in his hand. They seemed
rm. He was beginning to think about other things when . . .

. . . JOY IN YOUR HEART . . .
. . . he felt the

other

mind in there and then remembered he'd been doing a calculation.

When he returned to the numbers again, he felt the

other

mind slip away.

The thrall of the Red Saint slipped away.
Philip tried not to stop what he was doing with his hands. He didn't want his aide to
take any more interest in the goings on in his mind. He pressed on with the calculation in
his mind. He guessed that, even if the cavern hosting the Agora had mostly been there when
the Grey Elves settled in Red Haven, its volume was probably close to the volume of the
rest of the tunnels in the complex. Since he was just estimating, anyway, it didn't matter
how close he came to the true number - it was more the process of arriving at an answer
that interested him. When he had rst been taken prisoner and brought to the Agora from
the Storehouse, he'd guessed that the cavern was a half-kilometer in radius. If he pretended
it was a sphere, grossly overestimating its volume, he could get the approximate volume of
rock that would have to be removed to make the Agora.
He ran the numbers. As he stepped through the math, he would paused and feel for the

other

mind. He could not sense it. Could the Red Saint feel that Philip was pushing him

out of his mind? He didn't know how the trick worked, so he wasn't sure whether it was a
two-way street or not. He decided to press on with the calculation.
He got the volume. It came out to almost half-a-billion cubic meters. All that was left
was to multiple the density of rock by the volume of the cave, and he would have his answer.
He did the nal multiplication and arrived at an estimate: almost three-trillion kilograms of
rock, or about three-billion tons.
Philip felt satised, the same way that he felt satised when he answered these kinds
of questions in college. These were questions that didn't have an exact answer, unless you
bothered to actually weigh every rock removed from the mountain while you hollowed it out.
Rather, it was an exercise in applying basic critical thinking skills combined with a little
knowledge of the cosmos. It was a relief to think about such things, and not the weapons.
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And there was a bonus.

The

other

mind didn't seem to be there while he did such

calculations.

How goes the work?
Philip ate his sh jerky and his cooked greens. This was the rst breakfast he'd enjoyed
in some time. It goes well, Captain Agenor. We have a particularly tricky weapon in our
hands now. This one is in terrible shape.
So I gathered from the notes of your aide. But, you are making progress?
Yes, we repaired the wiring and I am ready to address the battery today. We might even
be able to try switching the thing on by the end of the day, if there are no other problems.
Good.
They sat in silence in the kitchen, Agenor chewing on some of his jerky while Philip
worked on his own plate. Philip had been wondering if he should raise the answer to Agenor's
question, or whether or not that would be oensive to him (after all, Agenor seemed quite
pleased that he'd even wondered such a thing in the rst place). He decided to chance the
discussion and see what happened. I think I have an answer to your question, Agenor.
Pardon? What question?
The one you've had stuck in your head. The one about how much rock was removed to
make Haven in the rst place.
Oh, yes, Agenor said, his voice suddenly tinged with interest, that question. Tell me,
what do you think the answer is?
Philip explained his method. Agenor was intrigued that he had use the mass and radius
of the World in order to then estimate how much mass per unit volume a typical rock might
possess. He argued a bit with Philip about his assumption that the volume of the Agora,
treated like a perfect sphere, was a good approximation for all the tunneling and other
clearing that they had done. Nonetheless, Agenor could not nd a strong reason to argue
that Philip's approach was fatally awed.
And the number?
I've been struggling with how to tell you this, because I am not certain I know what
system of weights and measures you and your kin use; however, I decided to put it in terms
you could understand, based on what I assume is your own mass.
Agenor smiled.

In units of one Captain Agenor, I would estimate that your people

removed 30 billion of you from the mountain . . . give or take.
Philip took a moment to explain what a billion was, to make certain that Agenor knew
to what he referred. The Captain considered this answer. He was clearly translating this
into a number system with which he was familiar. After a few moments, he smiled again.
Yes, this is a deeply satisfying answer. I don't agree with every part of your method, but
as I myself have had no time nor inclination to approach the question this way I nd your
attempt very interesting. It is very interesting, indeed. And you did this all yesterday?
Yes.
How long did it take you?
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Oh, well, Philip said, not sure how much actual time had passed while he was thinking
about the question, I must have started it within an hour or it getting dark in the Agora.
It couldn't have taken me much more time than that to put all the pieces together while we
worked on the weapon.
Agenor nodded.

He pushed his empty plate away and stood.

Philip, our kir has in-

structed me to take you to him this morning for a progress report. I oered to give one, but
he was unsatised. He wishes to speak directly with you. We must go.
Philip felt a touch of panic. Had the Red Saint felt him pushing back yesterday?
Of course.
Philip wolfed down the rest of his breakfast and followed Agenor out of the kitchen, his
pair of Watchmen guards close at his heels.

The path to the Oikos of the Red Saint was not along the tunnels between the kitchen and
the Agora. One had to walk partly around the Agora to another, older tunnel - one guarded
by several Watchmen. Philip had been doing some accounting since entering servitude in Red
Haven; he estimated that one-quarter of the population was engaged in service as Watchmen.
Some of them seemed to have other duties, but those engaged in direct service to their kir
never changed and never had other responsibilities.
The Red Saint's personal guard parted at the sight of Captain Agenor. He hailed them
and passed into the tunnel. Philip followed. His Watchmen remained at the entrance to the
tunnel, while two of the Red Saint's guards took their place and followed Philip into the
cavern.
It was but a hundred meters, around a corner, to the Oikos itself. There was a single
entrance to the house, which was built into a larger space that had been carved out of the
mountain. The Oikos, Philip was told by Agenor, followed the traditional design of a more
wealthy home from ancient Greece. At the front of the house were the women's quarters,
the

gynaikonitis,

kept neat but empty in memory of the Red Saint's slain wife. Beyond were

the men's quarters, the

andronitis, with its own kitchen facility, a small sitting room (which,
The rooms of the andronitis

had there been books, would have also served as a library).

ringed the central courtyard, where Philip rst found himself in the thrall of the Red Saint.
In the very back of the house, Philip had been led to believe, were the Red Saint's personal
storehouses - the place where he was rumored to keep all the working weapons.
The Watchmen stopped at the entrance to the house.

naikonitis

Agenor led Philip past the

gy-

and through the courtyard into the sitting room. Philip stole a glance toward the

back of the house, past the stone chair at the end of the courtyard, but could see nothing in
the weak oil lamp light. Agenor stopped at the door to the sitting room and turned his back
to the wall, facing Philip. I will remain here. Our kir lies beyond. Obey his commands. I
will not hesitate to enter and kill you.
I understand.
Agenor nodded, and gestured for Philip to enter. He took a cautious breath and stepped
into the sitting room. It was lit by several oil lamps, placed strategically to maximize the
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light covering the space. There was a table in the center of the room. Seated at the far end
was the Red Saint. A chair sat empty at the opposite end.
Sit, Philip.
He sat, trying not to look too scared or nervous. Agenor tells me that the work goes
well. I wanted to hear it from you.
Philip took another cautious breath and explained to the Red Saint the repairs on the
weapons. Overall, things seemed to be going well. They had managed to x a new weapon
just about once every three days or so. Philip tried not to hint that he wanted to know how
much longer the work would continue; rather, he simply said that if any of these represented
the worst case for repairs then bringing the weapons to the point of functioning should
continue at about that pace.
When he completed his report, he fell silent and tried not to look like a man who wanted
anything other than to give the report asked of him. The Red Saint looked on his with a
favorable half-smile, his eyes ickering in the lamp light.

Very good, Philip.

This is all

excellent news. I knew . . . I knew when I saw your resolve at the guardhouse, how deftly
you handled that toy in the backpack . . . that you were the one I needed.
Are you glad I killed our butcher?
Philip swallowed hard. I barely knew him, kir.
 You

knew the relevant things.

Are you glad that I killed him?

It was the . . . right things to do, kir. He was a man who . . . who was not worthy
of the gift you gave him. His was a mind . . . a mind unable to fathom the stretch of time
beyond a century. It was right of you to . . . to end his suering.
Indeed.
The Red Sain't eyes narrowed as he said this.

He pressed the tips of his long ngers

together and leaned forward, considering Philip closely. I have heard you work with a smile,
Philip. Is this true?
Yes, kir.
And is there joy in your heart?
Yes, kir, Philip answered unhesitatingly.
A wave of euphoria passed over Philip's mind. Philip had promised that if this happened
in the presence of the Red Saint, he would try a trick. He started doing the calculation about
the mass of the rock again. He started it from scratch, very quickly. While he did this, he
outwardly tried to adopt the dreamy look he imagined must be typical when he entered this
state. Inside, however, he tried to use his math to undo the thrall of the Red Saint.
It wasn't working. Perhaps yesterday had been a uke? Perhaps, when so far from the
Red Saint, it's easier to ght his power? Philip dropped the calculation he was doing and
switched to something more beloved - a calculation of the scattering probability of a neutrino
o an atomic electron. He'd run through that calculation a thousand times for his thesis.
He started thinking about Fermi's Golden Rule, and transition probabilities, and how it was
easier to start the calculation in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding particles . . .
. . .

and the euphoria was instantly gone.

Philip continued the calculation for just a

moment, trying to hold that dreamy, swooning look in his eyes (like a man in the throes of a
morphine dose). Then he stopped the math, and turned his mind back to the moment. The
euphoria returned.

The Red Saint looked on, his expression unchanging, still considering
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Philip with those narrow eyes. Philip felt his mind separate from his body for a moment,
and the presence of the

other

mind in his head.

Then it was gone. The Red Saint sat back slowly in his chair again. He smiled at Philip.
I will burn your kin and turn their ashes into soap. But you are loyal, Philip Jeries. You,
I will keep as my favorite pet.
Yes, kir, was all Philip managed.
You may go. Continue my work. We will soon send our toys into the World, and drive
your kin away from our Haven.
Philip bowed his head and stood, turning slowly and walking at a gentle clip from the
room. Agenor met him just outside, smiled, and gestured for him to walk ahead and leave
the Oikos of the Red Saint.
Philip could drive the Red Saint from his mind, and the Red Saint did not know.

Appendix A
Artwork

The artwork in this section was done by my nephews and was inspired by a summary of the
story in this novella.
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Figure A.1: The searchers are imprisoned by Agenor and the Grey Elves. Drawing by Connor
Wrasse.
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Figure A.2: The Butcher threatens the searchers who came to Red Haven looking for the
missing geologists. Drawing by Connor Wrasse.
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Figure A.3: Awakening in the Mountain Garden of Red Haven. Drawing by Andrew Wrasse.
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Figure A.4: Philip sneaks into the Red Saint's Toy Factory. Drawing by Connor Wrasse.
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Figure A.5: A full summary of main scenes from the story. Drawing by Andrew Wrasse.
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